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ON REDUCTION OF HILBERT-BLUMENTHAL VARIETIES
CHIA-FU YU
Abstract. Let OF be the ring of integers of a totally real field F of degree g. We study
the reduction of the moduli space of separably polarized abelian OF-varieties of dimension g
modulo p for a fixed prime p. The invariants and related conditions for the objects in the
moduli space are discussed. We construct a scheme-theoretic stratification by a-types on the
Rapoport locus and study the relation with the slope stratification. In particular, we recover
the main results of Goren and Oort [J. Alg. Geom., 2000] on the stratifications when p is
unramified in OF. We also prove the strong Grothendieck conjecture for the moduli space in
some restricted cases, particularly when p is totally ramified in OF.
Introduction
Let F be a totally real number field of degree g and OF be its ring of integers. A Hilbert-
Blumenthal variety parameterizes the isomorphism classes of abelian OF-varieties of dimension
g with a certain condition (and with certain additional structure). The purpose of the condi-
tion is to exclude some bad points in characteristic p such that the integral model becomes
flat. In [R], Rapoport used the condition that the Lie algebra of the abelian OF-scheme over
a base scheme S is a locally free OF ⊗ S-module. We will call it the Rapoport condition and
the Rapoport locus for the defined moduli space. The condition was modified later by Deligne
and Pappas [DP] in order to confirm the properness of the compactification constructed in [R]
in the case of bad reduction. The moduli spaces defined by Deligne and Pappas are usually
referred as the Deligne-Pappas spaces. The irreducibility and singularities of the Deligne-
Pappas spaces are determined in [DP]. In the present paper we study the reduction of these
moduli spaces modulo a fixed rational prime p. More precisely, we consider the moduli spaces
of abelian OF-varieties of dimension g equipped with a compatible prime-to-p polarization.
The geometry of reduction of these moduli spaces have been studied by E. Goren and F. Oort
in [GO] when p is unramified in OF.
Let MDP denote the moduli stack over SpecZ(p) of separably polarized abelian OF-varieties
of dimension g. This is a separated Deligne-Mumford algebraic stack locally of finite type
and one can identify the moduli space defined in [DP] as a connected component of MDP,
see [DP, 2.1]. We will call it the Deligne-Pappas space. Let MR denote the Rapoport locus
of MDP, which parameterizes the objects in MDP satisfying the Rapoport condition. Let
MDPp := M
DP⊗Fp and M := MR⊗Fp be the reduction of MDP and MR modulo p respectively.
Let O := OF ⊗ Zp and k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p.
To each abelian OF-variety A over k, we define two natural invariants called the Lie type
and a-type. Lie types are the invariants that classify the Lie algebras Lie(A) of A as OF ⊗ k-
modules, and a-types are those classifying the α-groups of A [LO]. One purpose of this paper
is to understand these invariants (including the Newton polygons) using Dieudonne´ modules.
Some results on the relation among these invariants and related conditions are obtained in
Section 2–3.
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A natural problem is whether these invariants arising from the Dieudonne´ modules in ques-
tion can be realized by abelian varieties with the additional structure (cf. 1.5). This is the
integral analogue of a problem of Manin, see [O2]. The following theorem (7.4) answers it
affirmatively.
Theorem. 1. Any quasi-polarized p-divisible O-group (H, λ, ι) (1.4) over k is isomorphic to
the p-divisible attached to a polarized abelian OF-variety.
This result implies that the strata defined by these invariants are all non-empty. As an
application of Thm. 1, we construct an explicit example of a point s in the complement of the
Rapoport locus, which is both the specialization of a point t1 in characteristic 0 and also the
specialization of an ordinary point t2. Notice that both t1 and t2 are both in the Rapoport
locus. This example directly shows that the construction MR of Rapoport is not proper over
SpecZ(p) and a modification of the moduli space is needed. Furthermore, it was pointed out
in [DP] that the construction of Rapoport compactifies the Deligne-Pappas space.
The proof of the algebraization theorem goes as follows. We first show that the formal
isogeny classes are determined by the Newton polygons, using a result of Rapoport-Zink [RZ]
and of Rapoport-Richartz [RR]. Then we prove the weak Grothendieck conjecture. It follows
that any possible Newton polygon can be realized by an abelian variety in question. By the
result on formal isogenies and a theorem of Tate, all the p-divisible groups with additional
structures can be realized by abelian OF-varieties in question.
The main part of this paper is studying the strata induced from these three invariants. The
stratification by Lie types coincides with the stratification studied by Deligne and Pappas
[DP]. The largest stratum is the Rapoport locus. We define a scheme-theoretic stratification
by a-types on the Rapoport locus. The relation between the alpha stratification and the slope
stratification on the Rapoport locus is given. As the Rapoport locus is the whole space in
the case of good reduction, we recover the main results of E. Goren and F. Oort [GO] on the
stratifications.
We now state the results. WriteO := OF⊗Zp = ⊕v|pOv and let ev and fv be the ramification
index and residue degree of v. Let A be an abelian OF-variety over k and let A[p
∞] = ⊕v|pHv
be the decomposition of the associated p-divisible group (with respect to the O-action). We
define in (1.9) the a-type a(Hv) for each component Hv and put a(A) := (a(Hv))v. When A
satisfies the Rapoport condition, the a-type a(Hv) of each component is of the form (a
i
v)i∈Z/fvZ,
where 0 ≤ aiv ≤ ev for all i ∈ Z/fvZ. There is a natural partial order on the set of these
a-types. The reduced a-number of Hv is defined to be dimk(αp, Hv[πv]) (1.9), where πv is an
uniformizer of Ov.
Theorem. 2. Let a be an a-type on M. The closed subscheme M≥a of M that consists of
objects with a-type ≥ a is smooth over SpecFp of pure dimension g − | a | (Theorem 5.4).
Let a = (av)v be an a-type on M. We call av = (a
i
v)i is spaced if a
i
va
i+1
v = 0 for all i ∈ Z/fvZ
and a is spaced if av is spaced for all v|p. We put λ(av) := max{|bv|; bv ≤ av, bv is spaced}
(cf. [GO, p. 112]). We refer to (1.10) for the definition of the function sv, which sends certain
rational numbers to possible slope sequences at v.
Theorem. 3. (1) If a = (av)v is spaced, then the subset of M≥a consisting of points whose
slope sequence is (sv(|av|))v is dense in M≥a (Theorem 6.8).
(2) The generic point of each irreducible component of M≥a has slope sequence ≥ (sv(λ(av))v
(Corollary 6.9).
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Theorem. 4. (1) Let U be the subset of M consisting of points with reduced a-number one for
each component v|p. Then the strong Grothendieck conjecture holds for U (Theorem 6.13).
(2) The weak Grothendieck conjecture for M holds (Corollary 6.16).
(3) The strong Grothendieck conjecture for MDPp holds when all the residue fields of OF are
Fp (Theorem 6.20).
For the statement of the Grothendieck conjectures, we refer to [GO. 5.1] or (1.13).
The methods are based on the previous works of F. Oort [O2], E. Goren and F. Oort
[GO], and the author [Y1]. Using the explicit deformation method developed by Norman [N],
Norman-Oort [NO], T. Zink [Z2], we construct the universal deformation of any Dieudonne´
module in the Rapoport locus. Then we study systematically the alpha stratification and
the slope stratification on the formal neighborhood around the point. The results above
are extracted from the formula of iterating the Frobenius map. It is possible to extract
finer information beyond the reduced a-number one from our formula. We leave this possible
generalization in the future when the finer information becomes useful. We follow the approach
of [O2] and [Y1], which is different from that of Goren and Oort [GO]. Therefore, we do not
repeat the computation done in loc. cite. F. Andreatta and E. Goren earlier obtained similar
results in the case when p is totally ramified. Our work is independent from their results.
In [C], C.-L. Chai studied the combinatorial properties of Newton points for connected
reductive quasi-split algebraic groups, inspired by earlier works of R. Kottwitz [K1], K.-Z. Li
and F. Oort [LO], M. Rapoport and M. Richartz [RR]. He gave a group-theoretic conjectural
description of the dimensions of Newton strata of good reduction of Shimura varieties. The
main motivation of this work is to examine whether his group-theoretic description of Newton
strata for quasi-split groups applies for the simplest case of bad reduction. Our results support
his description even when the reductive group G in question is no longer unramified. One
may expect that Chai’s description applies for the bad reduction case as well, under the
assumption of the existence of good integral models of Shimura varieties for certain special
subgroups Kp ⊂ G(Qp). We answer a question of Chai affirmatively [C, Question 7.6, p. 984]
on the dimensions of Newton strata in the Hilbert-Blumenthal cases when p is totally ramified.
The results of this work reveal an important feature: the stratifications on the smooth
locus of bad reduction of Hilbert-Blumenthal varieties behave very similarly as those on the
good reduction. The reader can compare the results stated above and those of [GO] for the
good reduction case. A fundamental question is whether this feature holds for more general
PEL-type Shimura varieties. We have no idea but expect that the cases of type C still hold.
The following is the structure of this paper. In Section 2 we describe the structure of the
Dieudonne´ module of general polarized abelian OF-varieties of dimension g. In Section 3 we
classify the formal isogeny classes explicitly. In Section 4 we provide the normal forms of the
Dieudonne´ modules in the Rapoport locus. In Section 5 we give the natural generalization
the alpha stratification on the Rapoport locus and study its properties. In Section 6 we study
systematically the alpha stratification and the slope stratification on formal neighborhoods in
the Rapoport locus, by the methods of [N], [NO], [Z2], and [O2] as explained before. In Sec-
tion 7 we establish a theorem of algebraization concerning the p-divisible groups in question.
In Section 8 we give the explicit example as explained before. In the last section we perform
a computation of the Hecke correspondence. Using this result, we describe the singularities
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of the supersingular locus near the superspecial point constructed in Section 8.
We should note that there is no assumption of p in this paper. As most of the time we are
dealing with conditions and properties of the associated p-divisible group and local properties
of the moduli spaces. It is enough to treat each component of the p-divisible groups and
that of the local moduli spaces by the Serre-Tate Theorem. Without loss of generality we
may assume that there is one prime over p. It is clear how to state the results in this paper
without this assumption of p. We feel not necessary to repeat this.
We use the convenient language of algebraic stacks. The reader is free to replace the word
“algebraic stack(s)” by “scheme(s)” in this paper by adding an auxiliary level structure. All
schemes here are implicitly assumed to be locally noetherian.
Acknowledgments. This paper grows out from a letter to C.-L. Chai responding his questions
in March 2001. I am very grateful to him for his stimulating questions and encouragements.
I would like to thank M. Rapoport for his comments and inspiring questions concerning the
Kottwitz condition. Special thanks are due to G. Kings for useful comments on an earlier
manuscript. The manuscript was completed during my stay at the Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r
Mathematik in Bonn in the summer of 2001. I thank the Institute for the kind hospitality
and the excellent working environment. Finally, I would like to thank the referee for helpful
comments which improve the exposition of this paper significantly.
1. Notations, terminologies and definitions
1.1. Fix a rational prime p. Let F be a totally real field of degree g and OF be the ring of
integers. Let v be a prime of OF over p. Let Fv denote the completion of F at v and Ov
denote the ring of integers. Denote by ev and fv the ramification index and residue degree of
v respectively. Denote by πv a uniformizer of the ring of integers Ov and write gv := [Fv : Qp].
Let v1, . . . , vs be the primes of OF over p, Fp := F ⊗ Qp = Fv1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fvs , and O :=
OF ⊗ Zp = Ov1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ovs . Write gi := gvi = [Fvi : Qp] and g := (gv)v|p.
1.2. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p. Denote by W := W (k) the ring of Witt
vectors and B(k) its field of fractions. Let σ be the Frobenius map on W .
1.3. Let B be a finite dimensional semi-simple algebra over Q with a positive involution
∗. Let OB be an order of B stable under the involution ∗. Recall that a polarized abelian
OB-variety [Z3] is a triple (A, λ, ι) where A is an abelian variety, ι : OB → End(A) is a
ring monomorphism and λ : A → At is a polarization satisfying the compatible condition
λ ι(b∗) = ι(b)tλ for all b ∈ OB.
Let A be an abelian variety up to isogeny with ι : B → End(A). Then the dual abelian
variety At admits a natural B-action by ιt(b) := ι(b∗)t. The compatible condition above is
saying that the polarization λ : A→ At is OB-linear.
1.4. Let Bp be a finite dimensional semi-simple algebra over Qp with an involution ∗. Let
Op be an order of Bp stable under the involution ∗. A quasi-polarized p-divisible Op-group is a
triple (H, λ, ι) where H is a p-divisible group, ι : Op → End(H) is a ring monomorphism and
λ : H → H t is a quasi-polarization (i.e. λt = −λ) such that λ ι(b∗) = ι(b)tλ for all b ∈ Op.
For convenience, we also introduce the term “quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ Op-modules” for
the associated Dieudonne´ module to a quasi-polarized p-divisible Op-group over k. It is a
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Dieudonne´ module M over k, equipped with a W -valued non-degenerate alternating pairing
〈 , 〉 and a W -linear action by Op, that satisfies the usual condition 〈ax, y〉 = 〈x, a∗y〉 and
〈Fx, y〉 = 〈x, V y〉σ for all a ∈ Op and x, y ∈M .
1.5. When Bp = B ⊗Qp and Op = OB ⊗ Zp. We call a quasi-polarized p-divisible Op-group
(H, λ, ι) over k algebraizable if there is a polarized abelian OB-variety (A, λA, ιA) over k such
that the associated p-divisible group (A(p), λA(p), ιA(p)) is isomorphic to (H, λ, ι) with the
additional structure over k.
1.6. Let S be a base scheme and A be an abelian OF-scheme of relative dimension g over
S. Recall that the abelian OF-scheme A satisfies the Rapoport condition [R] if the Lie algebra
Lie(A) is a locally free OF ⊗Z OS-module. Clearly this condition is local and open on S.
We denote by P(A) := HomOF(A,At)sym the module of OF-linear symmetric homomor-
phisms from A to its dual At over S. Notice that P(A) is the module of global sections of the
polarization sheaf. If S is connected and P(A) is non-zero, then P(A) is a rank one projective
OF-module together with a notion of positivity. It is shown [R, Prop. 1.12] that P(A) is
non-zero when S is the spectrum of a field or an artinian ring.
We say the abelian OF-scheme A satisfies the Deligne-Pappas condition if for any connected
component S ′ of S, the module P(AS′) is non-zero and the induced morphism
P(AS′)⊗OF AS′ → AtS′
is isomorphic.
When S is a Z(p)-scheme, the following simpler condition plays a similar role: the abelian
OF-scheme A admits an OF-linear prime-to-p degree polarization.
1.7. For the reader’s convenience, we recall the Kottwitz determinant condition [K2, Sect. 5].
Let V be a one-dimensional F-vector space. Let {ei} be a Z-basis of OF andX = (Xi) be some
indeterminants. We define f(X) := det(
∑
eiXi;V ). The polynomial f is in Z[X ], loc. cit. We
say that the Lie algebra Lie(A) (or the abelian OF-scheme A) satisfies the Kottwitz determinant
condition if
det(
∑
eiXi; Lie(A)) = f(X)
in OS[X ]. This condition does not depend on the choice of the basis, and it is a closed
condition in a family of abelian OF-varieties. If [Lie(A)] = [OF ⊗ OS] in the Grothendieck
group of OF⊗OS-modules of finite type, then A satisfies the Kottwitz determinant condition.
1.8. Suppose that the ground field k contains the residue fields of OF over p. We fix a
place v of OF dividing p. Let H be a p-divisible Ov-group of height 2gv over k and M be
its associated covariant Dieudonne´ module. Note that M is a free W ⊗Zp Ov-module of rank
two. This follows from that the Frobenius operator F induces a bijection on M ⊗ B(k). We
identify the set of embeddings Hom(Ourv ,W ) with Z/fvZ in a way that σ : i 7→ i + 1, where
Ourv is the maximal e´tale extension of Zp in Ov. We write Ov ⊗Zp k = ⊕i∈Z/fvZ k[πv]/(πevv ).
The Lie type of H is defined to be
e(H) := ({ei1, ei2})i∈Z/fvZ
if
Lie(H) ≃
⊕
i∈Z/fvZ
(
k[πv]/(π
ei
1
v )⊕ k[πv]/(πe
i
2
v )
)
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as Ov ⊗ k-modules for some integers ei1, ei2.
1.9. Let H and M be as above. The a-type of H is defined to be
a(H) := ({ai1, ai2})i∈Z/fvZ
if
M/(F, V )M ≃
⊕
i∈Z/fvZ
(
k[πv]/(π
ai1
v )⊕ k[πv]/(πa
i
2
v )
)
as Ov ⊗ k-modules for some integers ai1, ai2. The usual a-number is denoted by |a(H)|, the
dimensional of the k-vector space M/(F, V )M .
If H satisfies the Rapoport condition, that is, Lie(H) is a free Ov ⊗Zp k-module, then
the a-type a(H) is of the form ({0, ai})i and we write a(H) = (ai)i instead. In this case,
we define the partial order: (ai) ≤ (bi) if ai ≤ bi for all i ∈ Z/fvZ, and define t(H) :=
dimkM/((F, V )M + πvM), called the reduced (usual) a-number of H .
1.10. The slope sequence (the Newton polygon) of H we denote by slope(H). It is either
{ i
gv
, . . . , i
gv
, gv−i
gv
, . . . , gv−i
gv
} for some integer 0 ≤ i ≤ gv/2, or {12 , . . . , 12} (Lemma 3.1).
We often identify a Newton polygon with its slope sequence. Let S(gv) denote the subset
of Q:
S(gv) := {i ∈ Z; 0 ≤ i ≤ gv
2
} ∪ {gv
2
}.
For each i ∈ S(gv), we denote by sv(i) the slope sequence { igv , . . . , igv ,
gv−i
gv
, . . . , gv−i
gv
}. The map
sv identifies the set S(gv) with that of possible slope sequences arising from p-divisible Ov-
groups. The order on S(gv) induced fromQ is compatible with the Grothendieck specialization
theorem.
There are two possible definitions for the slopes of a Dieudonne´ module. One uses the slopes
of the p-divisible group (that is, the F -slopes of the contravariant Dieudonne´ module, or the
V -slopes of the covariant one). The other just uses its F -slopes, no matter which Dieudonne´
theory (covariant or contravariant) one chooses. We adopt the latter. As Dieudonne´ modules
considered in this paper are symmetric, the choice will not effect the results.
1.11. Let A be an abelian OF-variety k. The associated p-divisible group A(p) := A[p
∞] has
the decomposition
A(p) = ⊕v|pHv.
We define the Lie type and a-type of A by
e(A) := (e(Hv))v|p, a(A) := (a(Hv))v|p.
Set S(g) :=
∏
v|p S(gv), and for each i = (iv)v ∈ S(g), we write s(i) := (sv(iv))v. The map s
identifies the set S(g) with that of possible Newton polygons arising from abelian OF-varieties
of dimension g. The slope sequence of A is denoted by
slope(A) := (slope(Hv))v.
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1.12. Let MDP denote the moduli stack over SpecZ(p) of separably polarized abelian OF-
varieties of dimension g. Let MR denote the Rapoport locus of MDP, which parameterizes
the objects in MDP satisfying the Rapoport condition. Let k(p) be the smallest finite field
containing all the residue fields k(vi). Denote by M
DP
p the reduction M
DP⊗Z k(p) of MDP and
M the reduction MR ⊗Z k(p) of the Rapoport locus MR.
Let β be an admissible Newton polygon, that is β ∈ S(g). We denote by Mβ (resp. M≥β)
the reduced algebraic substack of M that consists of points with Newton polygon β (resp.
that lies over or equals β).
Let a be an a-type on M. Let Ma denote the reduced algebraic substack of M that consists
of points with a-type a. In Sect. 5, we define a closed substack, denoted by M≥a, of M so that
x ∈M≥a(k¯) if and only if a(x) ≥ a.
1.13. We recall the statement of the Grothendieck conjectures [GO, 5.1] and [O2, Sect. 6].
Let U be an open subset ofMDPp . We say the (strong) Grothendieck conjecture holds for U if for
any x ∈ U and any admissible Newton polygon β ≺ slope(x), then for any neighborhood V of
x, there is a point in V whose Newton polygon is β. We say the weak Grothendieck conjecture
holds for U if given any chain of admissible Newton polygons γ1 ≺ γ2 ≺ · · · ≺ γs, then there
exist a chain of irreducible subschemes of U : V1 ⊃ V2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Vs such that slope(Aηi) = γi,
where ηi is the generic point of Vi and Aηi is the corresponding abelian variety.
2. Dieudonne´ modules
2.1. Let F be a totally real number field of degree g and OF be its ring of integers. To
simplify notations, we will work on the case that there is one prime of OF over p in Section
2–6. The other cases can be reduced to this case if the problem is local, as stated before. Let
e be the ramification index and f be the residue degree of this prime v, thus g = f . Denote
by Fv the completion of F at v and O the ring of integers in Fv. Let Our denote the maximal
e´tale extension of Zp in O. The ring Our is isomorphic toW (Fpf ). Let π be a uniformizer of O.
The element π can be chosen from OF and to be totally positive, by the weak approximation.
Let P (T ) be the monic irreducible polynomial of π over Our.
2.2. Let (A, λ, ι) be a polarized abelian OF-variety of dimension g over a perfect field k
containing Fpf , and let M be its covariant Dieudonne´ module. The Dieudonne´ module M is
a free O ⊗Zp W (k)-module of rank two equipped with a non-degenerate alternating pairing
M ×M →W (k)
such that on which the Frobenius F and Verschiebung V commute with the action of O, and
that 〈ax, y〉 = 〈x, ay〉 and 〈Fx, y〉 = 〈x, V y〉σ for all x, y ∈ M and a ∈ O. We call it briefly a
quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ O-module.
The ring O ⊗Zp W (k) is isomorphic to⊕
i∈Z/fZ
W (k)[T ]/(σi(P (T )),
where σi, i ∈ Z/fZ, are embeddings of Our into W (k), arranged in a way that σσi = σi+1.
Set W i := W (k)[T ]/(σi(P (T )) and denote again by π the image of T in W
i. The action of
the Frobenius map σ on O ⊗Zp W (k) through the right factor gives a map σ : W i → W i+1
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which sends a 7→ aσ for a ∈ W (k) and σ(π) = π. We also have W i ⊗W k = k[π]/(πe) and
O ⊗Zp k = ⊕i∈Z/fZk[π]/(πe). Let
M i := {x ∈M | ax = σi(a)x, ∀ a ∈ Our }
be the σi-component ofM , which is a freeW
i-module of rank two. We have the decomposition
M = M0 ⊕M1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mf−1
in which F : M i → M i+1, V : M i+1 → M i. The summands M i,M j are orthogonal with
respect to the pairing 〈 , 〉 for i 6= j. Conversely, a Dieudonne´ module together with such a
decomposition and these properties is a quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ O-module.
2.3. Let e(A) = ({ei1, ei2})i be the Lie type of A defined in (1.8). The invariant e(A) has the
property that 0 ≤ eij ≤ e for i ∈ Z/fZ and j = 1, 2,
∑
i e
i
1 + e
i
2 = g, and that the invariant
ei1 + e
i
2 is a locally constant function in a family. The last one follows from the fact that the
σi-component Lie(A)
i of Lie(A) is a locally free sheaf.
In [DP], Deligne and Pappas showed that the stratum of each Lie type ({ei1, ei2})i, in
the Deligne-Pappas space, is a smooth locally closed subscheme, and has dimension g −
2
∑
imin{ei1, ei2} provided the stratum is non-empty. We will see that indeed these strata are
non-empty (7.4).
2.4. Let (H, λ, ι) be the p-divisible group attached to (A, λ, ι). If λ1 is another O-linear
quasi-polarization on H , then λ1 = λa for some a ∈ E0 := EndO(H) ⊗ Qp with a∗ = a,
where ∗ is the involution induced by λ. We will show that a ∈ Fv. Let λ0 be an O-linear
quasi-polarization of minimal degree. Then any O-linear quasi-polarization is of the form λ0a
for some a ∈ O.
The algebra End(H)⊗Qp has rank ≤ 4g2 over Qp. Therefore, [E0 : Fv] ≤ 4. If [E0 : Fv] = 4,
then H is supersingular and E0 is a quaternion algebra over Fv. In this case, the involution
is canonical. If [E0 : Fv] = 2, then the involution on E0 is non-trivial. This follows from the
non-degeneracy of the alternating pairing. In either case we show that the fixed elements by
∗ lie in Fv.
Similarly, we can show that given an abelian OF-variety and let λ0 be an OF-linear polar-
ization of minimal degree at p, then any OF-linear polarization has the form λ0a for some
totally positive element a in OF ⊗ Z(p).
2.5. Let D−1 = (π−d) be the inverse of the different of O over Zp. There is a unique
W ⊗ O-bilinear pairing ( , ) : M ×M → W ⊗ D−1 such that 〈x, y〉 = TrW⊗O/W (x, y). From
the uniqueness, we have (Fx, y) = (x, V y)σ for x, y ∈ M . For each W i-basis xi1, xi2 of M i,
the π-adic valuation ordπ(x
i
1, x
i
2) is independent of the choice of basis and the degree of the
quasi-polarization is pD [S, Chap. 1, Prop. 12], where
D = 2
∑
i∈Z/fZ
ordpNormW i/W (π
d(xi1, x
i
2))).
We can choose two W i-bases {xi1, xi2}, {yi1, yi2} of M i for each i ∈ Z/fZ such that
V yi+11 = π
ei1xi1, V y
i+1
2 = π
ei2xi2.
It follows from (V x, V y) = p(x, y)σ
−1
that we get
ordπ(y
i+1
1 , y
i+1
2 ) = ordπ(x
i
1, x
i
2) + (e
i
1 + e
i
2 − e).
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If mini∈Z/fZ ordπ(x
i
1, x
i
2) = −d (the exponent of the inverse different), say that i = 0 achieves
the minimum, then
ordπ(x
i
1, x
i
2) = −d+
i−1∑
k=0
(ek1 + e
k
2 − e)
and
(2.5.1) D = 2
f−1∑
i=1
i−1∑
k=0
(ek1 + e
k
2 − e).
If mini∈Z/fZ ordπ(x
i
1, x
i
2) > −d, then we can divide the pairing ( , ) by a power of π such that
mini∈Z/fZ ordπ(x
i
1, x
i
2) = −d.
Lemma 2.6. (1) There exists a number N , depending only on g, with the following property:
for any abelian OF-variety (A, ι) of dimension g, there is an OF-linear polarization λ such
that ordp(deg λ) ≤ N .
(2) An abelian OF-variety (A, ι) over k admits an separable OF-linear polarization if and
only if dim(A)i are the same for i ∈ Z/fZ.
Proof. (1) The statement holds as well without the assumption (2.1), so we prove the
general case instead. Let (A, ι) be an abelian OF-variety. By the weak approximation, we
can choose an OF-linear polarization λ such that on each component Hv of A(p) the quasi-
polarization λv has the minimal degree. Then the exponent of the local degree is given in
(2.5.1), and let N ′ be the sum of these local exponents. The number N ′ only depends on the
Lie type but not on the abelian variety. As there are finitely many possible Lie types with a
fixed dimension g, we take N to be the maximal one among all N ′.
(2) This follows immediately from (2.5.1).
Lemma 2.7. Let S be the spectrum of a artinian ring R with residue field of characteristic
p. Let (A, ι) be an abelian OF-scheme over S. Then for any prime ℓ 6= p, there exists an
prime-to-ℓ OF-linear polarization on A.
Proof. We first reduce to the case that R is a field k. Let R be a small extension of R0.
Suppose there is a prime-to-ℓ polarization λ on A⊗RR0, then pλ extends over R. This follows
from that the obstruction class lies in H2(Ak,OAk), which is annihilated by p.
As the map Hom(Ak, Bk) → Hom(Ak¯, Bk¯) is co-torsion free, the map P(Ak) → P(Ak¯) is
co-torsion free. It follows that P(Ak) ≃ P(Ak¯). Therefore, we need to verify the case that k
is algebraically closed.
Let λ be an OF-linear polarization on A and 〈 , 〉 the induced pairing on the Tate module
Tℓ(A). Write Tℓ(A) = ⊕w|ℓTw into the decomposition for OF ⊗ Zℓ = ⊕w|ℓOw. Each factor
Tw is a free rank two Ow-module and and the pairing 〈 , 〉 induces a non-degenerated pairing
on Tw. Write 〈x, y〉 = TrOw/Zℓ(π−dww (x, y)) for a unique lifting ( , ) : Tw × Tw → Ow and let
cw := ordw(e1, e2), where −dw is the exponent of the inverse different D−1w of Ow over Zℓ and
{e1, e2} is a Ow-basis for Tw. By the weak approximation, we can choose a totally positive
element a in OF[
1
ℓ
] such that ordw(a) = −cw for all w|ℓ. Then λa is an OF-linear polarization
of degree prime-to-ℓ.
Proposition 2.8. Let (A, ι) be an abelian OF-variety over k. Then the following conditions
are equivalent.
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(1) A satisfies the Deligne-Pappas condition.
(2) A admits a separable OF-linear polarization.
(3) [Lie(A)] = [OF ⊗ k] in the Grothendieck group of OF ⊗ k-modules of finite type.
(4) A satisfies the Kottwitz determinant condition.
(5) dimk Lie(A)
i are the same for all i ∈ Z/fZ.
Proof. We first remark that (1) =⇒ (3) is given in [DP, Prop. 2.7]. The following does not
depend on this result.
Let λ ∈ P(A) and let (λ) denote the submodule generated by λ. Then the composition
(λ) ⊗ A → P(A) ⊗ A → At is λ. It follows that the degree of the isogeny P(A) ⊗ A → At
divides that of λ. It follows from Lemma 2.7 that the isogeny P(A) ⊗ A → At has degree a
power of p. This shows that (1)⇐⇒ (2).
The assertion (2)⇐⇒ (5) is Lemma 2.6 (2). It is clear that (3) =⇒ (4), as the determinant
function factors through the Grothendieck group.
The semi-simplification of Lie(A), as anOF⊗k-module, is⊕i∈Z/fZ kdi, where di = dimk Lie(A)i.
It follows that (3)⇐⇒ (5).
If A satisfies the Kottwitz determinant condition. Then Lie(A) is a free Our ⊗ k-module.
Then (5) follows. This completes the proof.
2.9. Let S be a Zp-scheme and let (A, ι) be an abelian OF-scheme over S. We consider the
similar conditions (1′)− (5′) for (A, ι) over S, where (1′), (2′), and (4′) are the same as (1), (2),
and (4) in (2.8) and
(3′) Locally for the Zariski topology, Lie(A) and OF⊗OS are the same in the Grothendieck
group of OF ⊗OS-modules of finite type;
(5′) Lie(A) is a locally free Our ⊗Zp OS-module.
It clear that (5′) is an open condition and we have the following implications: (1′) =⇒ (2′)
and (3′) =⇒ (4′) =⇒ (5′).
Lemma 2.10. If S = SpecR, where R is a Noetherian local ring over Z(p), then the condition
(2′) implies the condition (3′).
Proof. If A satisfies the condition (2′), then we have, by [DP, Prop. 2.7, Remark 2.8],
that 2[Lie(A)] = 2[OF ⊗ R] in the Grothendieck group. We may assume that R is complete,
as Rˆ is faithfully flat over R. Then it suffices to check that [Lie(A)Rn ] = [OF ⊗ Rn] for all
Rn = R/m
n. This follows immediately from the consequence of the Jordan-Ho¨rder Theorem
that the Grothendieck group of R′-modules (for any aritinian ring R′) of finite length is
torsion-free.
Lemma 2.11. Let R be a Noetherian local ring and let k be the residue field. Let A and
B be abelian schemes over R. The restriction map identifies Hom(A,B) as a subgroup of
Hom(Ak, Bk). Then for any prime ℓ 6= char(k), the quotient abelian group Hom(Ak, Bk)/Hom(A,B)
has no ℓ-torsions.
Proof. This is a slightly modification of [O4, Lemma 2.1]. We refer to loc. cit. for the
proof.
Theorem 2.12. Let S be an Z(p)-scheme and (A, ι) be an abelian OF-scheme over S. If A
admits a separable OF-linear polarization, then A satisfies the Deligne-Pappas condition.
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Proof. Write P ′ for the group scheme over S that represents the functor T 7→ P(AT ).
We first show that if A satisfies the Deligne-Pappas condition, then P ′ is a locally constant
group scheme over S. We may assume that S is connected and it suffices to show that for
any connected open subset U of S, the restriction map r : P ′(S)→ P ′(U) is an isomorphism.
It is clear that r is injective. As the Deligne-Pappas condition is satisfied, the composition
P ′(S) ⊗ AU → P ′(U) ⊗ AU → AtU is isomorphic. This shows that P ′(U) ⊗ AU ≃ AtU and
P ′(S) ≃ P ′(U).
We now show the statement when S = SpecR, where R is a Noetherian local Z(p)-algebra.
Let k be the residue field of R and we identify P ′(R) as a subgroup of P ′(k). It follows from
Lemma 2.11 that if a prime ℓ 6= char(k), then P ′(k)/P ′(R) is ℓ-torsion-free. As A admits an
separable OF-polarization, P ′(k)/P ′(R) is torsion free. It follows that P ′(R) = P ′(k), hence
that A satisfies the Deligne-Pappas condition.
We now show the statement. We may first assume that S is connected. Let s be a point of S.
Then there is a Zariski-open connected neighborhood Us of s such that P ′(Us) ≃ P ′(SpecOS,s),
as the latter is generated as a OF-module by finitely many sections. It follows that AUs satisfies
the Deligne-Pappas condition, hence that P ′Us is a constant group scheme. This shows that
P ′ is constant and P ′(S) = P ′(Us) for any s. Therefore, A satisfies the Deligne-Pappas
condition.
2.13. Let Def[A, ι] denote the equi-characteristic deformation functor of the abelian OF-
variety (A, ι) over k. It follows from crystalline theory that Def[A, ι](k[ǫ]) = Homk⊗OF(VM/pM,
M/VM). From dimk Homk[π]/πe(k[π]/(π
a), k[π]/(πb)) = min{a, b}, we compute that
(2.13.1) dimkDef[A, ι](k[ǫ]) =
∑
i∈Z/fZ
∑
1≤j,k,≤2
min{eij , e− eik}.
If (A, ι) satisfies the Deligne-Pappas condition, then
(2.13.2) dimkDef[A, ι](k[ǫ]) = ef + 2
∑
i∈Z/fZ
min{ei1, ei2}.
2.14. Assume that (A, λ, ι) is a separably polarized abelian OF-variety, that is, it lies in the
Deligne-Pappas space. Let Def[A, λ, ι] denote the equi-characteristic deformation functor of
(A, λ, ι). We can choose a k[π]/(πe)-basis {xi1, xi2} of (M/pM)i for each i ∈ Z/fZ such that
(VM/pM)i is generated by {πei1xi1, πei2xi2} and that 〈πe−1xi1, xi2〉 = 1 and 〈πkxi1, xi2〉 = 0 for
all i ∈ Z/fZ and 0 ≤ k < e− 1. The first order universal deformation (over the deformation
ring R) of the abelian OF-variety (A, ι) is given by the following data:
F˜ il ⊂ Hcris1 (A/R), F˜ il = ⊕F˜ il
i
, F˜ il
i
=< X i1, X
i
2 >R[π]/(πe),
where
X i1 = π
ei
1xi1 +
ei
1
−1∑
j=0
aijπ
jxi1 +
ei
2
−1∑
j=0
bijπ
jxi2, X
i
2 = π
ei
2xi2 +
ei
1
−1∑
j=0
cijπ
jxi1 +
ei
1
−1∑
j=0
dijπ
j+ei
2
−ei
1xi2.
Here we assume that ei1 ≤ ei2 for simplicity. The condition F˜ il
i
being isotropic is given by
〈X i1, πkX i2〉 = 0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ e− 1. When k ≥ ei1, the condition 〈X i1, πkX i2〉 = 0 is automatic.
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For 0 ≤ k ≤ ei1 − 1, the condition 〈X i1, πkX i2〉 = 0 gives the equation diei
1
−k−1
+ ai
ei
1
−k−1
= 0.
From this we conclude that
(2.14.1) dimk Def[A, λ, ι](k[ǫ]) = ef +
∑
i∈Z/fZ
min{ei1, ei2}.
This shows that dimkDef[A, λ, ι](k[ǫ]) = g if and only if (A, λ, ι) satisfies the Rapoport con-
dition.
Proposition 2.15. The Rapoport locus is the smooth locus in the Deligne-Pappas space.
Proof. This follows from the dimension statement of [DP, Thm. 2.2] and (2.14.1).
We will compare the Kottwitz determinant condition with the Deligne-Pappas condition in
an infinitesimal neighborhood. The following lemma will be used for Proposition 2.17.
Lemma 2.16. (1) Let N be an n×n matrix with entries in a ring R such that the product of
any two entries is zero. Let U = Un, where Un denotes the following lower triangular matrix
Y1 0 · · · 0
Y2 Y1 · · · 0
... 0
Yn Yn−1 · · · Y1
 ,
for some indeterminants Yi. Then
(2.16.1) det(U +N) = Y n1 +
n∑
k=1
(Trk−1N)U1,k
where TrkN := n1,1+k+· · ·+nn−k,n (TrkN := 0 if k ≥ n) and U1,k denotes the (1, k)th-cofactor
of U .
(2) If U ′ =
(
Um1 0
0 Um2
)
and N ′ =
(
N11 N12
N21 N22
)
(of same block partition), where N ′ has
the same property as N above and n = m1+m2, then det(U
′+N ′) = Y n1 +
∑n
k=1(Trk−1N11+
Trk−1N22)U
′
1,k.
Proof. (1) Write U = (u1, . . . , un) and N = (n1, . . . , nn). Then
det(U +N) = (u1 + n1) ∧ · · · ∧ (un + nn)
= u1 ∧ · · · ∧ un +
n∑
i=1
u1 ∧ . . . ui−1 ∧ ni ∧ ui+1 ∧ · · · ∧ un.(2.16.2)
It follows from (2.16.2) and the column expansions that det(U+N) = Y n1 +
∑
i≤j nijUij . From
Ui,j = Ui+1,j+1 (i ≤ j), we get (2.16.1).
(2) It follows from (2.16.2) and (2.16.1) that
det(U ′ +N ′) = det(Um1 +N11) det(Um2 +N22)
=
(
Y m11 +
m1∑
k=1
Trk−1N11 (Um1)1,k
)(
Y m21 +
m2∑
k=1
Trk−1N22 (Um2)1,k
)
= Y n1 +
n∑
k=1
(Trk−1N11 · (Um1)1,k · Y m21 + Trk−1N22 · (Um2)1,k · Y m11 ) .
(2.16.3)
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Then the statement follows from (Um2)1,k · Y m11 = (Um1)1,k · Y m21 = U ′1,k.
Proposition 2.17. Let (A, λ, ι) be a separably polarized abelian OF-variety. Let Def[A, ι]
K
denote the subfunctor of Def[A, ι] that classifies the objects satisfying the Kottwitz condition.
Then Def[A, ι]K(k[ǫ]) = Def[A, λ, ι](k[ǫ]).
Proof. Let notations be as in (2.14). Let (A˜, ι˜) be the universal object over R, which is
written as ⊗i∈Z/fZRi. We want to compute the equations defined by the condition
det(
e∑
j=1
πj−1Yj; Lie(A˜)
i) = det(
e∑
j=1
πj−1Yj; (OF ⊗ k)i)
in Fp[Y ], for i ∈ Z/fZ. As [F˜ ili] = [Lie(A˜)i] and the right hand side is Y e1 , it reduces to the
condition
det(
e∑
j=1
πj−1Yj; F˜ il
i) = Y e1
It suffices to compute the defining equations on each factor Ri. To ease notations, we suppress
the index i.
We have
R = k[ai, bj, ck, dℓ ; 0 ≤ i, k, ℓ < e1, 0 ≤ j < e2]/(ai, bj , ck, dℓ)2,
F˜ il =< X1, X2 >R[π]/(πe)=< X1, πX1, . . . , π
e2−1X1, X2, πX2, . . . , π
e1−1X2 >R,
as a free R-module and write B for this R-basis. We compute from (2.14) that
for e2 ≤ k < e, πkX1 =
e2−1∑
j=k−e1
aj−k+e1π
jX1 +
e1−1∑
j=k−e2
bj−k+e2π
jX2
for e1 ≤ k < e, πkX2 =
e2−1∑
j=k−e1
cj−k+e1π
jX1 +
e1−1∑
j=k−e1
dj−k+e1π
jX2
(2.17.1)
For k ≥ 1, let vk (resp. v′k) be the column vector for πk−1X1 (resp. πk−1X2) with respect to
the basis B. The vectors vk (resp. v
′
k) have coordinates in mR except for k ≤ e2 (resp. for
k ≤ e1). In the exceptional case, vk = Ek and v′k = Ee2+k, where {Ei} is the standard basis.
The representative matrix of the endomorphism πk−1 on the R-module F˜ il with respect to
the basis B is
[πk−1] = (vk, . . . , vk+e2−1, v
′
k, . . . , v
′
k+e1−1
).
We have
e∑
j=1
[πj−1]Yj = (f1, . . . , fe2 , f
′
1, . . . , f
′
e1
),
where fk =
∑e
j=1 Yjvj+k−1 and f
′
k =
∑e
j=1 Yjv
′
j+k−1. Write
fk = uk + nk, uk =
e2−k+1∑
j=1
Yjvj+k−1, nk =
e∑
j=e2−k+2
Yjvj+k−1;
f ′k = u
′
k + n
′
k, u
′
k =
e1−k+1∑
j=1
Yjv
′
j+k−1 n
′
k =
e∑
j=e1−k+2
Yjv
′
j+k−1
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and put
U = (u1, . . . , ue2, u
′
1, . . . , u
′
e1
), N = (n1, . . . , ne2, n
′
1, . . . , n
′
e1
) =
(
N11 N12
N21 N22.
)
Then by Lemma 2.16 (2), we have
(2.17.2) det(
e∑
j=1
[πj−1]Yj) = Y
e
1 +
e2∑
k=1
(Trk−1N11 + Trk−1N22)U1,k.
One directly computes that for 1 ≤ k ≤ e1,
Trk−1N11 + Trk−1N22 =
e1−k+1∑
j=1
j(ae1−k+1−j + de1−k+1−j)Yj.
As the defining equations of Def[A, λ, ι](k[ǫ]) are ai + di = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ e1 − 1, one has
Def[A, λ, ι](k[ǫ]) ⊂ Def[A, ι]K(k[ǫ]). Conversely, let Yi = 0 for i ≥ 3, we have
U1,k = (−1)k+1Y e−k1 Y k−12 ,
Trk−1N11 + Trk−1N22 = (ae1−k + de1−k)Y1 + 2(ae1−k−1 + de1−k−1)Y2.
By comparing the coefficients of (2.17.2) with Y e1 , we obtain the equations ai + di = 0 for
0 ≤ i ≤ e1 − 1, thus Def[A, λ, ι](k[ǫ]) ⊃ Def[A, ι]K(k[ǫ]). This completes the proof.
Remark 2.18. (1) It is known [R, Prop. 1.9] that the forgetful morphism Def[A, λ, ι] →
Def[A, ι] is formally e´tale if (A, λ, ι) satisfies the Rapoport condition, and that the Rapoport
locus is smooth. In [DP, Thm 2.2], Deligne and Pappas concluded that the singular locus
had codimension two. However, they actually showed that the complement of the Rapoport
locus had codimension two. Proposition 2.15 fills the harmless gap of their assertion on the
dimension of the singular locus.
(2) From (2.13.2) and (2.14.1), one can see that the forgetful morphism Def[A, λ, ι] →
Def[A, ι] is not formally e´tale anymore when (A, λ, ι) does not satisfy the Rapoport condition.
In this case, the first order universal deformation (A˜, ι˜) of (A, ι) does not satisfy the Deligne-
Pappas condition nor the Kottwitz determinant condition, but the condition (5′) in (2.9) still
holds for (A˜, ι˜).
(3) It seems that the conditions (1′)−(4′) in (2.9) are equivalent when S is a local Noetherian
scheme. Proposition 2.17 shows some evidence. One can verify this by comparing the defining
equations from condition (2′) and (4′) in local charts, in the sense of Rapoport and Zink. In
fact, it is not hard to verify the equivalence when e = 2. However, it is quite complicated in
general using this method and we do not attempt to provide the proof here.
2.19. Let a(A) denote the a-module of A, which is defined to be the cokernel of the Frobenius
map F on Lie(A) =M/VM :
M/VM
F→M/VM → a(A)→ 0.
Note that in the covariant theory, the Frobenius map F is induced from the Verschiebung
morphism V : A(p) → A via the covariant functor.
Let each σi-component of a(A) be
a(A)i ≃ k[π]/(πai1)⊕ k[π]/(πai2)
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for some integers {ai1, ai2}. We define the a-type a(A) of A to be the invariant a(A) =
({ai1, ai2})i, (1.9). Let |a(A)| denote the total a-number of A, which is the dimension of the
k-vector space Homk(αp, A
t). If the abelian OF-variety (A, ι) satisfies the Rapoport condition,
then a(A) is of the form ({0, ai})i and we write a(A) = (ai)i instead.
Lemma 2.20. The a-module a(A) is canonically isomorphic to the k-linear dual Homk(αp, A
t)∗
of Homk(αp, A
t) as k ⊗Z OF-modules.
Proof. Let M∗ denote the contravariant Dieudonne´ functor. Then we have
Homk(αp, A
t) = HomW [F,V ](M
∗(At), k) ≃ HomW [F,V ](M(A), k)
= Homk(M(A)/(F, V )M(A), k) = a(A)
∗.
2.21. Let a(A) = ({ai1, ai2})i, with ai1 ≤ ai2, be the a-type of A and e(A) = ({ei1, ei2})i be
the Lie type. It follows from the elementary divisor lemma that there are two W i-bases
{xi1, xi2}, {yi1, yi2} of M i such that
VM i+1 =< πe
i
1xi1, π
ei2xi2 > and FM
i−1 =< πe−e
i−1
1 yi1, π
e−ei−1
2 yi2 > .
We may assume that ei1 ≤ ei2 hence e− ei−12 ≤ e− ei−11 for each i.
If ei1 ≤ e− ei−12 , write yi1 = axi1 + bxi2, yi2 = cxi1 + dxi2, then
FM i−1 + VM i+1 =< πe
i
1xi1, π
ei2xi2, π
e−ei−1
1 bxi2, π
e−ei−1
2 dxi2 > .
Note that one of b and d is a unit. From this we obtain a bound for a-types: ai1 = e
i
1 and
min{ei2, e − ei−12 } ≤ ai2 ≤ min{ei2, e − ei−11 } when ei1 ≤ e − ei−12 . Conversely if e − ei−12 ≤ ei1
then we have ai1 = e− ei−12 and min{e− ei−11 , ei1} ≤ ai2 ≤ min{e− ei−11 , ei2}.
2.22. If A is superspecial, that is |a(A)| = g = ef . We know that FM = VM , in other
words that FM i−1 = VM i+1 for all i ∈ Z/fZ. This gives {ei1, ei2} = {e− ei−11 , e − ei−12 } and
{ai1, ai2} = {ei1, ei2} for all i. There are two possibilities:
1. If f is odd, then a(A) = e(A) = ({e1, e2})i for some nonnegative integers e1 and e2 with
e1 + e2 = e.
2. If f is even, then there are two nonnegative integers e1, e2, with 0 ≤ e1, e2 ≤ e, so that
a(A) = e(A) = ({e1, e2}, {e− e1, e− e2}, {e1, e2}, . . . , {e− e1, e− e2}).
Lemma 2.23. Let a(A) = ({ai1, ai2})i and e(A) = ({ei1, ei2})i. Then e(At) = ({e− ei1, e− ei2})i
and the a-type ({bi1, bi2})i of the dual abelian variety At is given as follows: bi1 = min{e−ei1, e−
ei2, e
i−1
1 , e
i−1
2 } and bi1 + bi2 = (ai1 + ai2) + (ei−11 + ei−12 )− (ei1 + ei2).
Proof. Write M = M/pM and M t = M t/pM t, where M t is the Dieudonne´ module of
At. From the definition of e(A) = ({ei1, ei2})i, one concludes that VM i+1 is isomorphic to
k[π]/(πe−e
i
1)⊕ k[π]/(πe−ei2). The perfect pairing M ×M t → k induces a perfect pairing
VM i+1 ×M t,i/VM t,i+1 → k,
thus e(At) = ({e− ei1, e− ei2})i.
Let T i := FM i−1 ∩ VM i+1 in M i. We have dimk T i = dimk FM i−1 + dimk VM i+1 −
dimk(FM i−1+VM i+1) = (a
i
1+a
i
2)+(e
i−1
1 +e
i−1
2 )−(ei1+ei2). The perfect pairingM×M t → k
induces a perfect pairing
T i × (M t/(F, V )M t)i → k,
thus bi1+b
i
2 = (a
i
1+a
i
2)+(e
i−1
1 +e
i−1
2 )−(ei1+ei2). The assertion bi1 = min{e−ei1, e−ei2, ei−11 , ei−12 }
is obtained from (2.21) and e(At) = ({e− ei1, e− ei2})i.
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3. Formal isogeny classes
In the rest of this paper, k denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0.
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ O-module. Then the slope sequence
slope(M) of M is either { i
g
, . . . , i
g
, g−i
g
, . . . , g−i
g
} for some integer 0 ≤ i ≤ g/2, or {1
2
, . . . , 1
2
}.
Proof. Suppose that M is not supersingular. The F-isocrystal M ⊗ B(k) contains M ra,b ⊕
M rb,a, where Ma,b is the simple F-isocrystal of single slope a/(a+ b) for some integers a, b. We
want to show that 2(a+b)r = 2g. We first have an embedding Fv → End(M ra,b) =Mr(Da/(a+b))
and any maximal commutative subalgebra of the latter has Qp-dimension r(a+b), so g| r(a+b).
On the other hand, we have 2g ≥ 2r(a+b), fromM⊗B(k) ⊃M ra,b⊕M rb,a. Hence M⊗B(k) =
M ra,b ⊕M rb,a. This completes the proof.
3.2. Let S(g) denote the subset of Q which parameterizes possible slope sequences arising
from abelian OF-varieties
S(g) := {i ∈ Z; 0 ≤ i ≤ g
2
} ∪ {g
2
}.
For each i ∈ S(g), we denote by s(i) the slope sequence { i
g
, . . . , i
g
, g−i
g
, . . . , g−i
g
}. The (linear)
order on S(g) induced from Q is compatible with the Grothendieck specialization theorem.
3.3. Example. Let M = M0 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mf−1 be a Dieudonne´ O-module, where M i is a free
W i-module of rank two generated by xi1, x
i
2 with x
i
2 ∈ VM i+1. Let
Fxi1 = a
i+1
11 x
i+1
1 + a
i+1
12 x
i+1
2
Fxi2 = pa
i+1
21 x
i+1
1 + pa
i+1
22 x
i+1
2
(3.3.1)
be the action of the Frobenius F . Then
F fx01 = αx
0
1 + βx
0
2
F fx02 = γx
0
1 + δx
0
2,
(3.3.2)
where (
α β
γ δ
)
= A
(f−1)
1 · · ·A(1)f−1Af , Ai :=
(
ai11 a
i
12
pai21 pa
i
22
)
, Af = A0.
Here we write A(n) for Aσ
n
. Note that M satisfies the Rapoport condition.
Let a, b ∈ Z, a+ b = g, 0 ≤ a ≤ b. Write a = de+ r, 0 ≤ r < e. Take
Ai =
(
0 1
−p 0
)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2d, Ai =
(
1 1
−p 0
)
for 2d < i < f, and Af =
(
πr 1
−p 0
)
.
Then we have(
α β
γ δ
)
= (−1)dpd
(
α′ β ′
γ′ δ′
)
,
(
α′ β ′
γ′ δ′
)
=
f∏
i−2d+1
Ai ≡
(
πr 1
0 0
)
mod p
Note that Aσi = Ai for all i ∈ Z/fZ. The characteristic polynomial of F f is X2−(α+δ)X+pf
and ordp(α + δ) =
a
e
. Therefore slope(M) = {a
g
, . . . , a
g
, b
g
, . . . , b
g
}.
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Remark 3.4. The example constructed above is non-trivial, due to the following constraint.
Let M = Ma,b⊕Mb,a, a+b = g, a 6= b be a Dieudonne´ O-module which satisfies the Rapoport
condition, where Ma,b (resp. Mb,a) is a Dieudonne´ submodule of single slope
b
a+b
(resp. a
a+b
).
Then a is a multiple of e. Therefore, one can not construct a special Dieudonne´ module, in
the sense of Manin, with an O-action which satisfies the Rapoport condition and has arbitrary
possible slope sequences in Lemma 3.1. The proof of this fact is as follows.
Let Ma,b = M
0 ⊕ · · · ⊕Mf−1 as in (2.2), where M i is a free W i-module of rank one. We
can choose a basis xi for M
i such that V xi+1 = π
nixi for 1 ≤ i ≤ f − 1 and V x1 = u0πn0x0,
for some u0 ∈ (W 0)×. As M satisfies the Rapoport condition, we have ni = 0 or e. As the
slope of Ma,b is
b
a+b
, we have V fx0 = π
aux0 for some unit u hence a = n0 + · · ·+ nf−1, which
is a multiple of e.
3.5. Let V be a 2-dimensional Fv-vector space with a non-degenerate alternating form ψ
on V with values in Qp such that ψ(ax, y) = ψ(x, ay) for a ∈ Fv, x, y ∈ V . Let G be the
algebraic group of Fv-linear similitudes over Qp and let G1 be the derived group of G. The
algebraic group G1 is simply-connected and it is the kernel of the multiplier map c : G→ Gm.
Let M be a quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ O-module. We choose an isomorphism between
M ⊗W B(k) and V ⊗Qp B(k) for skew-symmetric Fv-modules over B(k). Let b ∈ G(B(k)) be
the element obtained by the transport of structure of the Frobenius F onM . The σ-conjugacy
class B(G) classifies the (F -)isocrystals with G-structure. The fibre of ν(b) under the Newton
map ν : B(G) → S(g) is classified by H1(Qp, Jb) [RR, Prop. 1.17], where Jb be the algebraic
group over Qp which represents the group functor [RZ, Prop. 1.12]
R 7→ {g ∈ G(R⊗Qp B(k)); g(bσ) = (bσ)g}.
Lemma 3.6. H1(Qp, Jb) = 0.
Proof. Let N :=M ⊗ B(k) be the isocrystal with G-structure. The group Jb is AutG(N),
viewed as an algebraic group overQp. IfM is supersingular, then AutG(N) is the multiplicative
group of an quaternion algebra over Fv with reduced norm in Qp. If M is not supersingular,
then AutG(N) = F
×
v ×Q×p . In both cases, H1(Qp, Jb) = 0.
Corollary 3.7. LetM1 andM2 are two quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ O-modules. If slope(M1) =
slope(M2), then M1 ⊗W B(k) and M2 ⊗W B(k) are isomorphic as quasi-polarized isocrystals
with the action by Fv.
Corollary 3.8. Any polarized abelian OF-variety over k is isogenous to one which satisfies
the Rapoport condition.
Proof. It follows from (3.3) and Corollary 3.7 that the statement holds for the associated
p-divisible group. Then the assertion follows from a theorem of Tate.
4. Normal forms
4.1. Let M be a non-ordinary separably quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ O-module over k which
satisfies the Rapoport condition. Let a(M) = (ai)i be the a-type of M . Note that the Lie
type of M is ({0, e})i and the constraint for the a-type is 0 ≤ ai ≤ e. Denote by τ(M) the
a-index of M , which is defined to be the subset of Z/fZ:
τ(M) := {i ∈ Z/fZ; ai 6= 0}.
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Write τ for τ(M).
Let D−1 = (π−d) be the inverse of the different of O over Zp. There is a unique W ⊗ O-
bilinear pairing ( , ) : M × M → W ⊗ O such that 〈x, y〉 = TrW⊗O/W (π−d(x, y)). Write
M := M/πM . The module M is a 2f -dimensional vector space over k together with a k-
linear action by O/π = Our/p that commutes with the action of F and V . The perfect
pairing ( , ) on M induces an perfect pairing ( , ) on M that satisfies (Fx, y) = (x, V y)p and
(ax, y) = (x, ay) for all x, y ∈M, a ∈ Our/p. The decomposition ofM (2.2) into σi-eigenspaces
M = ⊕i∈Z/fZM i
respects the perfect pairing as before (2.2).
As M satisfies the Rapoport condition, VM and FM are free k⊗Our-module of rank one,
and we have that FM = ker V and VM = kerF . Consider M as a k[F, V ]-module, it is
isomorphic to N/pN for a separably quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ Our-module N over k of rank
2f with the same a-index as M .
Proposition 4.2. There exists a k-basis {xi, yi} of M i for each i ∈ Z/fZ such that
• (xi, yi) = 1 and yi ∈ VM for all i ∈ Z/fZ,
• F xi =
{
xi+1 if i+ 1 6∈ τ
−yi+1 if i+ 1 ∈ τ
V yi =
{
yi−1 if i 6∈ τ
0 if i ∈ τ V xi =
{
yi−1 if i ∈ τ
0 if i 6∈ τ
Proof. It follows from [Y1, Prop. 4.1].
Note that this proposition gives the classification of the π-torsion subgroup scheme A[π] of
separably polarized abelian OF-varieties over k, classified by the a-indices.
The following results generalize [Y1, Prop. 4.1, Prop. 4.2, Lemma 4.3], the proofs are the
same and omitted.
Proposition 4.3. There exists a W i-basis {Xi, Yi} of M for each i ∈ Z/fZ such that
(i) (Xi, Yi) = 1 and Yi ∈ (VM)i, ∀ i ∈ Z/fZ,
(ii) F Xi =
{
Xi+1 if i+ 1 6∈ τ
−Yi+1 + ci+1πXi+1 if i+ 1 ∈ τ
F Yi =
{
pYi+1 if i+ 1 6∈ τ
pXi+1 if i+ 1 ∈ τ
for some ci+1 ∈ W i+1.
Proposition 4.4. There exists a W i-basis {Xi, Yi} of M i for each i ∈ Z/fZ such that
(i) (Xi, Yi) ∈ (W i)× and Yi ∈ (VM)i, ∀ i ∈ Z/fZ,
(ii) F Xi =
{
Xi+1 if i+ 1 6∈ τ
Yi+1 + ci+1πXi+1 if i+ 1 ∈ τ
F Yi =
{
πeYi+1 if i+ 1 6∈ τ
πeXi+1 if i+ 1 ∈ τ ,
for some ci+1 ∈ W i+1
Note that the i-th component ai of a(M) is min{e, ordπ(ciπ)} for i ∈ τ .
Lemma 4.5. If M is superspecial (2.22) (in this case ai = e, ∀ i ∈ Z/fZ) , then
(1) There exists a W i-basis {Xi, Yi} of M i for each i ∈ Z/fZ such that
• Yi ∈ (VM)i and (Xi, Yi) = 1,
• FXi = −Yi+1, FYi = pXi+1,
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for all i ∈ Z/fZ.
(2) There exists a W i-basis {Xi, Yi} of M i for each i ∈ Z/fZ such that
• Yi ∈ (VM)i and (Xi, Yi) = ui ∈ (W i)× with uσri = ui, where r = lcm(2, f),
• FXi = Yi+1, FYi = pXi+1,
for all i ∈ Z/fZ.
For applications, we need to classify all quasi-polarized superspecial Dieudonne´ O-modules,
not just separably-polarized ones or those satisfying the Rapoport condition.
Lemma 4.6. Let M be a quasi-polarized superspecial Dieudonne´ O-module over k and let
e1, e2 be as in (2.22).
(1) If f is even, then there is a W i-basis Xi, Yi for M
i for each i ∈ Z/fZ such that
(i) (Xi, Yi) =
{
πn if i is odd,
πn+e−e1−e2 if i is even,
for all i ∈ Z/fZ and some n ∈ Z.
(ii) FXi =
{
−πe1Yi+1 if i is odd,
−πe−e2Yi+1 if i is even,
FYi =
{
vπe2Xi+1 if i is odd,
vπe−e1Xi+1 if i is even,
where vπe = p.
(2) If f is odd, then there is a W i-basis Xi, Yi for M
i for each i ∈ Z/fZ such that
(i) (Xi, Yi) = π
n for some n ∈ Z.
(ii) FXi = −πe1Yi+1, FYi = vπe2Yi+1 for i ∈ Z/fZ, where vπe = p.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [Y1, Lemma 4.3], hence is sketched.
(1) Write f = 2c and let M ′ := {x ∈ M |F cx = (−1)cV cx }. Since M is superspecial, we
have F 2M ′ = pM ′ and M ′ ⊗W (F
pf
) W (k) ≃ M . We can choose bases {X0, Y0}, {X1, Y1} for
(M ′)0, (M ′)1 respectively such that FX0 = −πe−e2Y1, FY0 = vπe−e1X1, and (X1, Y1) = πn for
some n ∈ Z.
Define Xi, Yi recursively for 2 ≤ i ≤ f by (ii). Then it is straight forward to verify that
Xf = X0, Yf = Y0 and (i).
(2) Write f = 2c+1 and letM ′ := {x ∈M |F 2fx+pfx = 0}. From (ii), Y0 is required to be
(−1)c+1π−e1p−cF fX0. Let X0, Z0 be a basis for (M ′)0 such that FX0 = πe1X ′1, FZ0 = πe2Y ′1
for some basis {X ′1, Y ′1}. Let Y0 := (−1)c+1π−e1p−cF fX0. If e1 < e2, then X0, Y0 form a basis.
If e1 = e2, then we can choose again X0 such that X0, Y0 form a basis for (M
′)0. Define Xi, Yi
recursively for 1 ≤ i ≤ f by (ii) and it is easy to check that Xf = X0 and Yf = Y0. We found
a basis satisfying (ii).
Write (X0, Y0) = µπ
n for some unit µ and some integer n. It follows from (F fX0, F
fY0) =
pf(X0, Y0)
σf that µσ
f
= µ. If we replace X0 by λX0, then µ will change to λλ
σfµ. Since
B(Fp2f )[π]/B(Fpf )[π] is a quadratic unramified extension, we can adjust X0 by choosing a
suitable λ such that (X0, Y0) = π
n, hence (i) is satisfied.
4.7. Let M be a non-ordinary separably quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ O-module satisfying the
Rapoport condition. Let a(M) = (ai) be the a-type of M and τ = τ(M) = {n1, n2, . . . nt}
be the a-index of M , where t = |a(M/πM)|, the reduced a-number of M . We assume that
0 ≤ n1 < n2 < · · · < nt < f and let n0 := nt − f and nt+1 = n1. Denote by A(e, f) the set of
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possible a-types on the Rapoport locus
A(e, f) := {(ai); i ∈ Z/fZ, ai ∈ Z, 0 ≤ ai ≤ e},
with the partial order that (ai) ≤ (bi) if ai ≤ bi, ∀ i ∈ Z/fZ. An a-type (ai) ∈ A(e, f) is
called spaced if aiai+1 = 0, ∀i ∈ Z/fZ, cf. [GO, Sect. 1, p.112].
By Proposition 4.4, we can choose a W i-basis {Xi, Yi} of M i for each i ∈ Z/fZ such that(
FXi−1
FYi−1
)
= Ai
(
Xi
Yi
)
,
where
Ai =
(
1 0
0 πe
)
if i 6∈ τ ; Ai =
(
πa
i
ci 1
πe 0
)
if i ∈ τ ,
for some ci ∈ W i for i ∈ τ and ci is a unit if ai < e.
Let ℓi := ni − ni−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. We have(
F ℓiXni−1
F ℓiYni−1
)
=
(
πa
i
cni 1
πeℓi 0
)(
Xni
Yni
)
, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ t.
For 1 ≤ s ≤ t, suppose that(
F ℓs+ℓs+1+···+ℓtXns−1
F ℓs+ℓs+1+···+ℓtYns−1
)
=
(
αs βs
γs δs
)(
Xnt
Ynt
)
,
for some coefficients αs, βs, γs, δs. It follows from(
F ℓs−1+ℓs+···+ℓtXns−2
F ℓs−1+ℓs+···+ℓtYns−2
)
=
(
F ℓs+ℓs+1+···+ℓt(F ℓs−1Xns−2)
F ℓs+ℓs+1+···+ℓt(F ℓs−1Yns−2)
)
=
(
πa
ns−1
c
(ℓs+ℓs+1+···+ℓt)
ns−1 1
πeℓs−1 0
)(
F ℓs+ℓs+1+···+ℓtXns−1
F ℓs+ℓs+1+···+ℓtYns−1
)(4.7.1)
that
(4.7.2)
(
αs−1 βs−1
γs−1 δs−1
)
=
(
us−1 1
πeℓs−1 0
)(
αs βs
γs δs
)
,
(
αt βt
γt δt
)
=
(
πa
nt cnt 1
πeℓt 0
)
,
where us−1 = π
ans−1c
(ℓs+ℓs+1+···+ℓt)
ns−1 . Recall that we write a
(n) for aσ
n
(3.3). Therefore,
(4.7.3)
(
α β
γ δ
)
:=
(
α1 β1
γ1 δ1
)
=
(
u1 1
πeℓ1 0
)(
u2 1
πeℓ2 0
)
· · ·
(
ut 1
πeℓt 0
)
.
4.8. Consider the case that ci = 0 for all i ∈ τ . If t is even, write t = 2d, then we have(
α β
γ δ
)
=
(
πe(ℓ2+ℓ4+···+ℓ2d) 0
0 πe(ℓ1+ℓ3+···+ℓ2d−1)
)
and slope(M) = s(i) (3.2), where i = min{e(∑1≤j≤d ℓ2j), e(∑1≤j≤d ℓ2j−1)}. If t is odd, write
t = 2d+ 1, then we have (
α β
γ δ
)2
=
(
πg 0
0 πg
)
and M is supersingular.
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Proposition 4.9. Let M be a separably quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ O-module over k that
satisfies the Rapoport condition. If a(M) is spaced, i.e. ℓi ≥ 2 ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ t, then slope(M) ≥
s(|a(M)|) (3.2).
Proof. We may assume that M is non-ordinary. It follows from (4.7.3) that(
F fπeXnt
F fYnt
)
= A
(
πeXnt
Ynt
)
, A =
t∏
i=1
Ai = π
|a(M)|
t∏
i=1
(
π−a
niAi
)
, Ai =
(
ui π
e
πe(ℓi−1) 0
)
.
Let N be the Dieudonne´ O-submodule of M generated by πeXnt , Ynt. As F f(N) ⊂ π|a(M)|N ,
we get slope(M) ≥ s(|a(M)|).
In general the slope sequence slope(M) is not determined by a(M). This is known even
in the unramified case [GO]. We will see in (6.8) that the bound in (4.9) is sharp for spaced
a-types, while it is not the case for non-spaced ones, see (6.10).
4.10. When t = |τ | = 1, say τ = {0}, we have(
F fX0
F fY0
)
=
(
c0 1
πg 0
)(
X0
Y0
)
.
for some c0 ∈ πa0W 0. It is easy to see thatM satisfies a Cayley-Hamilton equation ([O2],[Y1])
F 2fX0 − c(f)0 F fX0 − πgX0 = 0, thus slope(M) = s(i), where i = min{ g2 , ordπ(c0)}.
4.11. When t = |τ | = 2, say τ = {0, ℓ2} and ℓ2 ≤ ℓ1, we have(
F fXℓ1
F fYℓ1
)
=
(
u1 1
πeℓ1 0
)(
u2 1
πeℓ2 0
)(
Xℓ1
Yℓ1
)
,
for some coefficients u1, u2 (u1 = c
(ℓ2)
0 , u2 = cℓ2). Then
(4.11.1)
(
α β
γ δ
)
=
(
u1u2 + π
eℓ2 u1
πeℓ2u2 π
eℓ2
)
If u1 = 0, then the matrix is
(
πeℓ2 0
πeℓ1u2 π
eℓ1
)
, hence slope(M) = s(eℓ2). If u1 6= 0, then we
have the Cayley-Hamilton equation
βF 2fXℓ1 − (β(f)δ + βα(f))F fXℓ1 + β(f)(αδ − βδ)Xℓ1 = 0.
As ordπ(δ) = eℓ1 ≥ g2 , we see that slope(M) = s(i), where i = min{ g2 , ordπ(a(f))}. In both
cases we have that slope(M) = s(i), where i = min{ g
2
, ordπ(u1u2 + π
eℓ2)}.
5. Alpha stratification
5.1. Let p be a fixed prime number. Let MDP denote the moduli stack over SpecZ(p) of
polarized abelian OF-varieties (A, λ, ι) of dimension g = [F : Q] with the polarization λ of
prime-to-p degree. It is a separated Deligne-Mumford algebraic stack over SpecZ(p) locally
of finite type. In [DP], Deligne and Pappas showed that the algebraic stack MDP is flat
and a locally complete intersection over SpecZ(p) of relative dimension g, and the closed
fibre MDP ⊗ Fp is geometrically normal and has singularities of codimension at least two. It
follows from Deligne-Pappas’ results and the compactification of Rapoport that the irreducible
components of geometric special fibre MDP ⊗ Fp are in bijection correspondence with those
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of geometric generic fibre MDP ⊗ Q. Those are parameterized by the isomorphism classes of
non-degenerate skew-symmetric OF-modules H1(A(C),Z) for all (A, λ, ι) ∈MDP(C).
Let MR denote the Rapoport locus of MDP. It is the smooth locus of MDP (2.15). Let M
denote the reduction MR ⊗Z k(v) of MR modulo v, where k(v) is the residue field of OF at v.
We will define the stratification on M by a-types scheme-theoretically, (cf. [Y1, Sect. 3]).
5.2. Let S be a locally noetherian scheme over Speck(v) and πA : (A, λ, ι) → S ∈ M(S)
a polarized abelian OF-scheme over S. The sheaf R
1(πA)∗(OA) is a locally free rank one
OF ⊗OS-module. It admits a decomposition (2.2)
R1(πA)∗(OA) =
⊕
i∈Z/fZ
R1(πA)∗(OA)i
with respect to the action by OF. Each component R
1(πA)∗(OA)i is a locally free OS[π]/(πe)-
module of rank one and it admits a filtration of locally free OS-modules
R1(πA)∗(OA)i = Fi,0 ⊃ Fi,1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Fi,e = 0, Fi,j := ker πe−j.
Let FA/S : A → A(p) be relative Frobenius morphism over S, where A(p) := A ×S,Fabs S
and Fabs is the absolute Frobenius morphism on S. It induces an OS ⊗ OF-linear morphism
F ∗A/S : R
1(πA)∗(OA)(p) → R1(πA)∗(OA).
Let a = (ai) ∈ A(e, f) (4.7) be an a-type. Let M≥a denote the substack of M whose objects
πA : (A, λ, ι)→ S satisfy the following condition
(5.2.1) F ∗A/S
(
R1(πA)∗(OA)(p),i
) ⊂ Fi,ai, ∀ i ∈ Z/fZ.
It is clear that the condition (5.2.1) is closed and locally for Zariski topology M≥a is defined
by finitely many equations. Therefore M≥a is a closed algebraic substack of M.
It is clear that M≥a is non-empty as it contains E ⊗ OF with a prime-to-p polarization,
where E is a supersingular elliptic curve.
Lemma 5.3. Let (A, λ, ι) ∈M(k) and a(A) = (ai) be the a-type of A (2.19). Then cokerF ∗A/k =
⊕i∈Z/fZk[π]/(πai).
Proof. Let M∗ denote the contravariant Dieudonne´ module of A. We identify M∗/pM∗ =
H1DP (A/k) and have H
1(A,OA) = M∗/VM∗ and cokerF ∗A/k = M∗/(F, V )M∗. On the other
hand, the quasi-polarization gives an isomorphism M ≃M∗ of Dieudonne´ O-modules, which
induces an isomorphism M/(F, V )M ≃M∗/(F, V )M∗ of OF ⊗ k-modules.
Theorem 5.4. The algebraic stack M≥a is smooth over Speck(v) of pure dimension g − | a |.
Proof. Let x : Speck →M≥a be a geometric point. Then there is an affine open neighbor-
hood U of x and a polarized abelian OF-scheme (A, λ, ι) ∈M(U) such that R1(πA)∗(OA)(p) and
R1(πA)∗(OA) are freeOU⊗OF-modules. Let x(p)i and xi beOU [π]/(πe)-bases ofR1(πA)∗(OA)(p),i
and R1(πA)∗(OA)i respectively for each i ∈ Z/fZ. Let
F ∗A/S(x
(p)
i ) =
∑
0≤j<e
fi,jπ
jxi, fi,j ∈ OU .
Then locally M≥a is defined by the equations fi,j , where (i, j) ∈ I = {(i, j); i ∈ Z/fZ, 0 ≤ j <
ai}. Therefore, dimxM≥a ≥ g − |I| = g − | a |.
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Let M := H1cris(Ax/k),M
(p)
:= H1cris(A
(p)
x /k) =M ⊗k,σ k. We have the Hodge filtration:
0 −−−→ Fil(p) −−−→ M (p) −−−→ Q(p) := H1(Ax,OAx)(p) −−−→ 0yF ∗ yF ∗
0 −−−→ Fil −−−→ M −−−→ Q := H1(Ax,OAx) −−−→ 0
By Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 5.3, we can choose a k[π]/(πe)-basis {xi, yi} be of (M)i for
each i ∈ Z/fZ such that yi ∈ Fili and F ∗(xi ⊗ 1) = −yi + cixi for some ci ∈ πaik[π]/(πe).
For any PD-extension R of k, the differential forms xi, yi have unique horizontal liftings in
M˜ := H1cris(A/R) with respect to the Gauss-Manin connection, which we will denote the
liftings by xi, yi again.
Let R := k[[t]]/(t)2 be the first order universal deformation ring of (Ax, λx, ιx), where
t = (ti,j), i ∈ Z/fZ, 0 ≤ j < e. The first order universal deformation (A˜, λ˜, ι˜) gives rise to
0 −−−→ F˜ il(p) −−−→ M˜ (p) −−−→ Q˜(p) −−−→ 0yF ∗ yF ∗
0 −−−→ F˜ il −−−→ M˜ −−−→ Q˜ −−−→ 0
where F˜ il = span〈yi +
∑
0≤j<e ti,jπ
jxi〉, F˜ il
(p)
= span〈(yi+
∑
0≤j<e ti,jπ
jxi)⊗ 1〉 = span〈yi⊗
1〉, Q˜ = span〈[xi]〉, and Q˜(p) = span〈[xi ⊗ 1]〉 for all i ∈ Z/fZ. Here the bracket [ ] denotes
the class modulo F˜ il and F˜ il
(p)
. It follows from
F ∗([xi ⊗ 1]) = [−yi] =
∑
0≤j<e
ti,j [π
jxi]
that R/(ti,j)(i,j)∈I is the first order deformation ring of M≥a at x and the tangent space has
dimension g − | a | ≤ dimxM≥a. The assertion follows.
Corollary 5.5. The ordinary points are dense in MDP ⊗ Fp.
Proof. Note that for ordinary points ai = 0, ∀ i ∈ Z/fZ. The statement follows from
Theorem 5.4 and the density of the Rapoport locus.
5.6. Let Ma denote the subset ofM that consists of points with a-type a. It is a locally closed
subset of M, hence regarded as a locally closed algebraic substack of M with the reduced
induced structure. Lemma 5.3 says that (A, λ, ι) ∈M≥a(k) if and only if a(A) ≥ a. It follows
from Theorem 5.4 that Ma is a dense open substack of M≥a and M≥a is the scheme-theoretic
closure of Ma in M. This justifies our notation.
6. Deformations of Dieudonne´ modules
6.1. We follow the convenient setting of [N, Sect. 0] and [CN, Sect. 2, p. 1011]. As we will
only deal with smooth functors, the deformation theory developed by P. Norman [N] and
Norman-Oort [NO] is enough for our purpose. We refer the reader to [Z2] for the generalized
theory of displays over more general base ring.
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Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic p. Let W (R) denote the ring of Witt vectors
over R, equipped with the Verschiebung τ and Frobenius σ:
(a0, a1, . . . )
τ = (0, a0, a1, . . . )
(a0, a1, . . . )
σ = (ap0, a
p
1, . . . ).
Let Cartp(R) denote the Cartier ring W (R)[F ][[V ]] modulo the relations
• FV = p and V aF = aτ ,
• Fa = aσF and V aτ = aV, ∀ a ∈ W (R).
A left Cartp(R)-module is uniform if it is complete and separated in the V -adic topology. A
uniform Cartp(R)-moduleM is reduced if V is injective onM and M/VM is a free R-module.
A Dieudonne´ module over R is a finitely generated reduced uniform Cartp(R)-module.
There is an equivalence of categories between the category of finite dimensional commutative
formal group over R and the category of Dieudonne´ module over R. We denote this functor
by D∗. The tangent space of a formal group G is canonically isomorphic to D∗(G)/VD∗(G).
6.2. Let a = (ai) be an a-type and (A0, λ0, ι0) ∈ M≥a(k) (1.12) (5.2) be a non-ordinary
polarized abelian OF-variety. By Lemma 3.1, the associated p-divisible group G0 = A0[p
∞]
is connected, hence it is a smooth formal group. As the forgetful functor Def[A0, λ0, ι0] →
Def[A0, ι0] induces an equivalence of deformation functors, we will consider deformations of
abelian OF-varieties and their associated formal groups.
Let I be the set {(i, j); i ∈ Z/fZ, ai ≤ j < e− 1} and let R := k[[ti,j ]](i,j)∈I . We have
O ⊗Zp W (R) =
⊕
i∈Z/fZ
W (R)[T ]/(σi(P (T ))).
Set W iR := W (R)[T ]/(σi(P (T ))) and denote again by π the image of T in W
i
R.
Let M0 be the covariant Dieudonne´ module of A0. Let b = (b
i) be the a-type of A0 and τ
be the a-index of M0. By Proposition 4.4, we can choose a W
i-basis of M i0 for each i ∈ Z/fZ
such that
(6.2.1) FXi−1 =
{
Xi if i 6∈ τ
ciXi + Yi if i ∈ τ
FYi−1 =
{
πeYi if i 6∈ τ
πeXi if i ∈ τ ,
for some ci ∈ πbiW i.
By [NO, Lemma 0.2], we construct a Dieudonne´ module MR over R with a Cartp(R)-linear
action by O as follows. It is the Cartp(R)-module generated by {πjXi, πjYi}i∈Z/fZ,0≤j<e with
the relations
F Xi−1 =
{
Xi if i 6∈ τ
ciXi + (Yi +
∑
ai≤j<e Ti,jπ
jXi) if i ∈ τ
(6.2.2)
Yi−1 =
{
V u(Yi +
∑
ai≤j<e Ti,jπ
jXi) if i 6∈ τ
V uXi if i ∈ τ ,
(6.2.3)
where Ti,j is the Teichmu¨ller lift of ti,j, ∀ (i, j) ∈ I, u = p−1πe. We impose the natural W iR-
module structure on the free W (R)-submodule generated by {πjXi, πjYi}0≤j<e, and impose
the trivial W kR-module structure on this submodule for k 6= i. The action of O on MR comes
from the natural embedding O →֒ O ⊗Zp W (R).
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Lemma 6.3. The Dieudonne´ O-moduleMR over R is isomorphic to the universal deformation
of M0 for M≥a.
Proof. It is clear that Cartp(k)⊗Cartp(R) MR =M0. On MR/V MR, we have
F [Xi−1] = ci[Xi] +
∑
ai≤j<e
ti,jπ
j[Xi], ∀ i ∈ τ.
By the Serre-Tate theorem, we obtain a morphism Spf R → M∧≥a,x. By [N, Thm. 1], this
construction induces an injection of tangent spaces. By Theorem 5.4, M≥a is smooth and
dimM≥a = dimR. Hence the morphism is an isomorphism.
Remark 6.4. Another construction of MR is using tensor products modulo relations. Let PR
is a free O ⊗Zp W (R)-module of rank two, with a W iR-basis {Xi, Yi} for each component P iR.
Then we construct MR to be the quotient of Cartp(R)⊗W (R) PR modulo the relations (6.2.2)
and (6.2.3).
6.5. Let MR be as in (6.2). Let
(6.5.1) Ti :=
{∑
ai≤j<e Ti,jπ
j if i 6∈ τ
ci +
∑
ai≤j<e Ti,jπ
j if i ∈ τ .
Then we have (
FXi−1
FYi−1
)
= Ai
(
Xi
Yi
)
,
where
Ai =
(
1 0
Tiπ
e πe
)
if i 6∈ τ ; Ai =
(
Ti 1
πe 0
)
if i ∈ τ .
Lemma 6.6. The non-ordinary locus of M∧x is defined by
∏
i∈τ ti,0 = 0.
Proof. Take a = (0, 0, . . . , 0). On MR/(VMR + πMR), we have
F [Xi−1] = [Xi] if i 6∈ τ ; F [Xi−1] = ti,0[Xi] if i ∈ τ .
As each slope stratum is reduced, it induces a closed reduced subscheme, if not empty, of M∧x .
A point p ∈ SpecR is in the non-ordinary locus if and only if any of ti,0, i ∈ τ , vanishes on
R/p. Therefore the defining equation is
∏
i∈τ ti,0 = 0.
6.7. We continue with (6.5). Let t = |a(M0/πM0)| and τ = {n1, n2, . . . nt}. We assume that
0 ≤ n1 < n2 < · · · < nt < f and let n0 := nt − f and nt+1 = n1. Let ℓi := ni − ni−1 for
1 ≤ i ≤ t (4.7).
From (6.5), we have(
F ℓiXni−1
F ℓiYni−1
)
=
(
1 0
T
(ℓi−1)
ni−1+1
πe πe
)
. . .
(
1 0
T
(1)
ni−1+ℓi−1
πe πe
)(
Tni 1
πe 0
)(
Xni
Yni
)
=
(
1 0
V ′i π
e(ℓi−1)
)(
U ′i 1
πe 0
)(
Xni
Yni
)
=
(
U ′i 1
U ′iV
′
i + π
eℓi V ′i
)(
Xni
Yni
)(6.7.1)
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where
U ′i := Tni , and V
′
i :=
ℓi−1∑
j=1
T
(ℓi−j)
ni−1+j
πej.
Recall that we write T (n) for T σ
n
(3.3) (4.7). For 1 ≤ s ≤ t, suppose that(
F ℓs+ℓs+1+···+ℓtXns−1
F ℓs+ℓs+1+···+ℓtYns−1
)
=
(
αs βs
γs δs
)(
Xnt
Ynt
)
,
for some coefficients αs, βs, γs, δs in W
nt
R . It follows from the same computation (4.7.1) of (4.7)
that
(
αs−1 βs−1
γs−1 δs−1
)
=
(
Us−1 1
Us−1Vs−1 + π
eℓs−1 Vs−1
)(
αs βs
γs δs
)
,(6.7.2) (
αt βt
γt δt
)
=
(
Ut 1
UtVt + π
eℓt Vt
)
,(6.7.3)
where
Us := T
(ℓs+1+ℓs+2+···+ℓt)
ns and Vs :=
ℓs−1∑
i=1
T
(ℓs+···+ℓt−i)
ns−1+i
πei.
Therefore,
(6.7.4)
(
α β
γ δ
)
:=
(
α1 β1
γ1 δ1
)
=
t∏
i=1
(
Ui 1
UiVi + π
eℓi Vi
)
Theorem 6.8. If a = (ai) is spaced, then the points in M≥a with slope sequence s(|a|) are
dense in M≥a.
Proof. We will show that for each point x = (A0, λ0, ι0) ∈Ma(k), there is a deformation in
M≥a whose generic point has slope sequence s(|a|). Let M0 be the Dieudonne´ module of A0.
Let R = k[[ti,ai ]], i ∈ τ(M0). We construct a deformation MR by (6.2) with Ti,j = 0 except for
i ∈ τ(M0) and j = ai. Note that Vi = 0 in (6.7.4). We have (cf. 4.9)(
F fπeXnt
F fYnt
)
= π|a|A
(
πeXnt
Ynt
)
, A =
t∏
i=1
(
Ui π
e−ani
πe(ℓi−1)−a
ni 0
)
,
where Ui = (cni+Tni,ani )
(ℓi+1+ℓi+2+···+ℓt) for some cni inW
ni. We may assume that e(ℓi−1) > ani
for some i, otherwise |a| = g
2
and there is nothing to prove. Assume that e(ℓ1 − 1) > an1, we
have
A ≡
(
U1 0
0 0
)(
U2 ∗
∗ 0
)
. . .
(
Ut ∗
∗ 0
)
mod π
≡
(
P ∗
0 0
)
mod π
(6.8.1)
where P is a nonzero polynomial in Ui’s. Hence P is a unit in W (K)[π], where K is the
perfection of Frac(R). Therefore MK = Cartp(K)⊗Cartp(R) MR has slope sequence s(|a|).
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Corollary 6.9. The generic point of each irreducible component of M≥a has slope sequence
≥ s(λ(a)), where λ(a) := max{|b|; b ≤ a, b is spaced}.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.9 and Grothendieck’s specialization theorem.
Proposition 6.10. Let a = (ai) be an a-type with ai ≤ [e/2] for all i ∈ Z/fZ. Let x =
(A0, λ0, ι0) ∈M(k) such that A0 is superspecial. Then in every open neighborhood of x in M≥a
there exists a point of slope sequence s(|a|).
Proof. Let c := [e/2] and M0 be the Dieudonne´ module of A0. By Lemma 4.5 (2), we can
choose a basis {Xi, Yi} for M i such that(
FXi−1
FYi−1
)
=
(
0 1
πe 0
)(
Xi
Yi
)
, ∀ i ∈ Z/fZ.
Let R = k[[ti]]i∈Z/fZ. We construct a deformation MR of M0 by (6.2):(
FXi−1
FYi−1
)
=
(
πa
i
Ti 1
πe 0
)(
Xi
Yi
)
, ∀ i ∈ Z/fZ,
where Ti is the Teichmu¨ller lift of ti. We have (cf. 4.9, 6.10)(
F fπcXf−1
F fYf−1
)
= π|a|A
(
πcXf−1
Yf−1
)
, A =
f−1∏
i=0
(
Ui π
c−ai
πe−c−a
i
0
)
,
where Ui = T
(f−1−i)
i . We may assume that a
i < e/2 for some i, otherwise |a| = g
2
and there is
nothing to prove. Say a0 < e/2, we have
A ≡
(
U0 ∗
0 0
)(
U1 ∗
∗ 0
)
. . .
(
Uf−1 ∗
∗ 0
)
mod π
≡
(
P ∗
0 0
)
mod π
(6.10.1)
where P is a nonzero polynomial in Ui’s. Hence P is a unit in W (K)[π], where K is the
perfection of Frac(R). Therefore MK = Cartp(K)⊗Cartp(R) MR has slope sequence s(|a|).
Remark 6.11. Goren and Oort showed [GO, Thm. 5.4.11] that when p is inert in F, the
inequality ≥ in Corollary 6.9 can be strengthened by equality =. However, the equality does
not hold in general by Proposition 6.10. It will be interesting to have the sharp formula of
the slope sequence of the generic points of any alpha stratum. When the a-types are spaced,
the equality can be achieved as it stands in Theorem 6.8.
6.12. Let x = (A0, λ0, ι0) and M0 be as in (6.2). Suppose that the reduced a-number t := |τ |
of x is one, where τ is the a-index of M0. We assume that τ = {0} for simplicity. By
Proposition 4.4, we choose a basis for M0 as in (6.2.1) of (6.2).
Let ℓ = ordπ(c0). We have a
0 = min{e, ℓ} and slope(M0) = s(min{ g2 , ℓ}) by (4.10).
Take a = (0, 0, . . . 0) and construct the universal deformation MR of M0 for M by (6.2). It
is the Dieudonne´ module of the formal group attached to the universal formal deformation
(A˜, λ˜, ι˜) over M∧x = Spf R. For each m ∈ S(g), m ≤ ℓ, let M≥s(m)x denote the reduced closed
subscheme (in M∧x) consisting of points with slope sequence ≥ s(m) (1.12). We will find the
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defining equations of the subscheme M
≥s(m)
x and show that the generic point of M
≥s(m)
x has
slope sequence s(m).
From (6.7.4), we have (
F fX0
F fY0
)
=
(
U1 1
U1V1 + π
g V1
)(
X0
Y0
)
,
where
U1 = T0 and V1 =
f−1∑
i=1
T
(f−i)
i π
ei.
Therefore we have the Cayley-Hamilton equation F 2fX0 − (U (f)1 + V1)F fX0 − πg = 0. The
subscheme M
≥s(m)
x is defined by the equations obtained from “ordπ(U
(f)
1 + V1) ≥ m”.
From (6.5.1) of (6.5), write
U
(f)
1 + V1 = c
(f)
0 +
f−1∑
i=0
e−1∑
j=0
T
(f−i)
i,j π
ei+j
= c
(f)
0 +
g−1∑
i=0
Tkπ
k
(6.12.1)
where Tk := T
(f−i)
i,j , tk = ti,j for k = ei + j, 0 ≤ j ≤ e − 1. We can see that the defining
equations for M
≥s(m)
x are t0 = t1 = . . . tm−1 = 0. Let Km be the perfection of the generic
residue field of M
≥s(m)
x . The element Tm is a unit in W (Km), therefore the generic point of
M
≥s(m)
x has slope sequence s(m).
Theorem 6.13. Let x : Speck → M be a geometric point of reduced a-number one. Then
each closed subscheme M
≥s(m)
x , for m ∈ S(g), s(m) ≤ slope(x) (3.2), is formally smooth
of codimension ⌈m⌉ and its generic point has slope sequence s(m), where ⌈m⌉ denotes the
smallest integer not less than m.
Corollary 6.14. Let U be the subset of M consisting of points with reduced a-number ≤ 1.
Then the strong Grothendieck conjecture holds for U (1.13).
Corollary 6.15. The strong Grothendieck conjecture for M holds when p is totally ramified
in F (1.13).
Corollary 6.16. The weak Grothendieck conjecture for M holds (1.13).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 7.2 that there is a supersingular point of reduced a-number
one. Then the assertion follows from Theorem 6.13.
6.17. In the rest of this section we assume that p is totally ramified in F. Denote by MDPv
the reduction MDP ⊗Z k(v) of MDP modulo v. Let x = (A0, λ0, ι0) ∈ MDPv (k) be a geometric
point and let e(A0) = {e1, e2} and a(A0) = {a1, a2}. We assume that e1 ≤ e2 and a1 ≤ a2.
Let M0 be the covariant Dieudonne´ module of A0. We can choose two W [π] = O ⊗W -bases
{X1, X2}, {Y1, Y2} of M0 such that
V uY1 = π
e2X1 and V uY2 = π
e1X2,
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where pu = πe. We have
FX1 = π
e1Y1 and FX2 = π
e2Y2.
Write Y1 = αX1 + βX2 and Y2 = γX1 + δX2. Then we have(
FX1
FX2
)
=
(
πe1α πe1β
πe2γ πe2δ
)(
X1
X2
)
and (F, V )M =< πe1X2, π
e2X1, π
e1αX1 >W [π] .
It follows that a1 = e1 and a2 = min{e2, e1 + ordπ(α)}. As e2 ≥ e2 , by the argument in
(4.11) we have slope(A0) = s(i), where i = min{ e2 , e1 + ordπ(α)}. Note that the a-type a(A0)
determines the invariant e(A0) and slope(A0): e1 = a1 and slope(A0) = s(min{ e2 , a2}).
6.18. In [DP], Deligne and Pappas have defined a closed algebraic substack Ni of M
DP
v which
classifies the objects of Lie type {e1, e2} with e1 ≥ i. They have shown that the complement
Noi of Ni+1 in Ni is a smooth algebraic stack of dimension e− 2i if it is non-empty. It follows
from their results and Theorem 7.4 that points of Lie type {e1, e2} are dense in Ne1 . It follows
from (6.17) that any point in Ne1 has slope sequence ≥ s(e1). The following lemma confirms
the density of points with slope sequence s(e1) in Ne1 .
Lemma 6.19. If a2 > a1, then there is a deformation (A˜, λ˜, ι˜) over k[[t]] of (A0, λ0, ι0) whose
generic point has a-type (a1, a2 − 1).
Proof. As the forgetful map Def[A0, λ0, ι0] → Def[A0, ι0] induces an equivalence of defor-
mation functors in Ne1 , we will construct a deformation of abelian OF-varieties in Ne1 . By
the reduction step in [DP, 4.3] and the construction of (6.2), we can construct a Dieudonne´
O-module MR over R := k[[t]] of M0 such that
FX1 = π
e1αX1 + π
e1β(X2 + Tπ
a2−e1−1X1)
FX2 = π
e2γX1 + π
e2δ(X2 + Tπ
a2−e1−1X1),
(6.19.1)
where T is the Teichmu¨ller lift of t. Note that β is a unit in W [π]: if β ≡ 0 mod π, then α
is a unit and a2 = a1. By base change to K := k((t))
perf , we have
(F, V )MK =< π
e1X2, π
e2X1, (π
e1α + πa2−1βT )X1 >W (K)[π],
thus a(MK) = (a1, a2 − 1). This completes the proof.
Theorem 6.20. The strong Grothendieck conjecture for MDPv holds when p is totally ramified
in F.
Proof. Let x ∈MDPv (k) be a geometric point with a-type (a1, a2) and slope sequence s(i),
where i = min{ e
2
, a2}. It suffices to deform the point x to a point with slope sequence s(i−1).
If a2 > a1, then by Lemma 6.19 we can deform to a point with slope sequence s(i−1). Suppose
that a2 = a1 = e1, we have slope(x) = s(e1). By (6.18), we can deform to a point of Lie type
{e1 − 1, e2 + 1}. As points with slope sequence s(e1 − 1) are dense in Ne1−1, we can further
deform to a point with slope sequence s(e1 − 1).
Corollary 6.21. Each Newton stratum of MDPv with slope sequence s(m), m ∈ S(g) (3.2),
has pure dimension g − ⌈m⌉ when p is totally ramified in F.
Proof. This follows from the purity of Newton strata [dJO] and Theorem 6.20.
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Remark 6.22. In [C] Chai gives a group-theoretic dimension formula for Newton strata
arising from quasi-split groups. He expects that it is so for good reduction of PEL-type
Shimura varieties [C, Question 7.6, p. 984]. Corollary 6.21 suggests that his description can
be applied for a larger class, not necessarily restricted to the good reduction case.
7. An algebraization theorem
7.1. Let notations be as in (1.1) and (1.12). The set of possible Newton polygons in question
is parameterized by S(g1) × · · · × S(gs) (1.11), where gi = [Fvi : Qp]. For each abelian
OF-variety A, the associated p-divisible group A(p) := A[p
∞] has a decomposition A(p) =
A(p)v1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A(p)vs .
Recall (1.5) that a quasi-polarized p-divisible O-group (H, λ, ι) over k is algebraizable if it
is attached to a polarized abelian OF-variety (A, λA, ιA) over k.
Lemma 7.2. Any supersingular quasi-polarized p-divisible O-group (H, λ, ι) over k is alge-
braizable.
Proof. Let E be a supersingular elliptic curve over k, and A′ := E ⊗ OF. It is clear
that A′ satisfies the Rapoport condition. By [R, Prop. 1.10], there exists a separable OF-
linear polarization λ′ on A′. Let (H1, λ1, ι1) be the p-divisible group attached to (A
′, λ′, ι′).
It follows from Corollary 3.7 that (H1, λ1, ι1) is isogenous to (H, λ, ι). By a theorem of Tate,
there is a polarized abelian OF-variety (A, λA, ιA) whose p-divisible group is isomorphic to
(H, λ, ι).
Theorem 7.3. (1) The weak Grothendieck conjecture for M holds.
(2) The strong Grothendieck conjecture for MDPp holds when all residue degrees fi are one.
Proof. (1) It follows from Lemma 7.2 that there is a supersingular polarized abelian OF-
variety A such that each component A(p)vi of the associated p-divisible group A(p) has reduced
a-number one. Then the assertion follows from the theorem of Serre-Tate and Theorem 6.13.
(2) This follows from the theorem of Serre-Tate and Theorem 6.20.
Theorem 7.4. Any quasi-polarized p-divisible O-group (H, λ, ι) over k is algebraizable.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 7.3 (1) that any slope sequence in S(g1)× · · · × S(gs) can
be realized by a point in M. Then the theorem follows from Corollary 3.7.
8. An example
In this section we construct a separably polarized abelian OF-scheme A over a complete
DVR R whose close fibre Ak does not satisfy the Rapoport condition.
Let g = 2 and p > 3 be a ramified prime in the totally quadratic real field F. We have
OF⊗W (k) =W (k)[π], π2 = p. Let M be a free W (k)[π]-module generated by e1, e2 with the
Verschiebung action
V e1 = πe2, V e2 = πe1.
and with the alternating form determined by
〈e1, e′2〉 = 〈e′1, e2〉 = 1
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and other pairing are 0 for the W -basis e1, e
′
1, e2, e
′
2, where e
′
1 := πe1, e
′
2 := πe2. By the
algebraization theorem, there is a polarized abelian OF-variety A0 over k with the prescribed
Dieudonne´ module M .
We have the Hodge filtration of M/pM = H1DP (A0/k)
∗
0→ VM/pM = ke¯′1 ⊕ ke¯′2 →M/pM →M/VM = ke¯1 ⊕ e¯2 → 0.
Clearly, A0 does not satisfy the Rapoport condition, as π = 0 on M/VM .
LetR := W (k)[
√
p]. By Grothendieck-Messing’s theory, Serre-Tate’s Theorem and Grothendieck’s
Existence Theorem, we can lift the abelian variety A0 with the additional structure over R
by lifting the Hodge filtration with respect to the addition structure, see [Y2, Sect. 4]. Let N
be the R-submodule of M ⊗W R generated by e′1 +
√
pe1 and e
′
2 −
√
pe2. It is easy to check
that N is stable by OF-action, N ⊗R k = VM/pM and 〈N,N〉 = 0. Thus, we get a desired
polarized abelian OF-scheme over R.
9. A computation of the Hecke correspondence
9.1. Let M0 be the quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ O-module of the polarized abelian variety A0
in the previous section. Let N be the quasi-polarized Dieudonne´ module containing M0 with
V N =M and 〈 , 〉N = 1p〈 , 〉. We have
V e1 = πe2 = e
′
2 Fe
′
2 = pe1
V e2 = πe1 = e
′
1 Fe
′
1 = pe2
V e′1 = πV e1 = pe2 Fe2 = e
′
1
V e′2 = πV e2 = pe1 Fe1 = e
′
2
and 〈e1, e′2〉 = 1, 〈e′1, e2〉 = 1. From N = 1pFM , we have
N =< e1, e2,
1
p
e′1,
1
p
e′2 >W .
Write X1 = e1, X2 = e2, X
′
1 =
1
p
e′1, X
′
2 =
1
p
e′2, we have
M0 =< X1, X2, pX
′
1, pX
′
2 >W .
and 〈X1, X ′2〉N = 〈X ′1, X ′2〉N = 1. Denote by N¯ the quotient of N modulo pN and M¯0 the
image of M0 in N¯ . Write xi, x
′
i the image of Xi, X
′
i in N¯ .
9.2. Let X be space of π-invariant maximal isotropic “Dieudonne´ ” subspaces of N¯ over k
X (k) = {0 ⊂ M¯ ⊂ N¯ ; dim M¯ = 2, πM¯ ⊂ M¯, FM¯ ⊂ M¯, V M¯ ⊂ M¯, 〈M¯, M¯〉N = 0}
We regard X as a reduced subscheme over k. It is a closed subscheme of the Lagrangian
Grassmanian LG(2, 4), hence a projective variety.
There is a finite morphism pr : X →MDPp (cf. [Y1. Sect. 6]) sending M¯0 7→ (A0, λ0, ιo) and
the morphism pr factors through the supersingular locus SDP of MDPp .
We have M¯0 =< x1, x2 >k∈ X (k). Let M¯t ∈ X be the k-subspace of N¯ generated by
x˜1 = x1 + t11x
′
1 + t12x
′
2, x˜2 = x2 + t21x
′
1 + t22x
′
2.
The points M¯t form a Zariski open neighborhood of M¯0 in X , which we denote by U . We will
show that U ≃ Speck[t1, t2, t3]/(tp+11 − tp+12 , t21 + t2t3).
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9.3. From 〈M¯t, M¯t〉N = 0, we get t11 + t22 = 0. From X ′i = 1pe′i = 1πei = 1πXi, we have
πx′i = xi, πxi = 0, i = 1, 2.
One computes
πx˜1 = t11x1 + t12x2 = t11x˜1 + t12x˜2 − (t211 + t12t21)x′1 − (t11t12 + t12t22)x′2
and concludes from πx˜1 ∈ M¯t that
(9.3.1) t211 + t12t21 = 0, and t12(t11 + t22) = 0.
Similarly from πx˜2 ∈ M¯t, one gets
(9.3.2) t222 + t12t21 = 0, and t21(t11 + t22) = 0.
For the stability of M¯t by F and V , one computes
F x˜1 = t
p
11x2 + t
p
12x1 = t
p
11x˜2 + t
p
12x˜1 − (tp11t21 + tp12t11)x′1 − (tp11t22 + tp+112 )x′2.
and obtains
(9.3.3) tp11t21 + t
p
12t11 = 0
(9.3.4) tp11t22 + t
p+1
12 = 0
Similarly from F x˜2 ∈ M¯t, one obtains
(9.3.5) tp+121 + t
p
22t11 = 0
(9.3.6) tp21t22 + t
p
22t12 = 0
Applying V M¯t ⊂ M¯t, one does not get new equations but (9.3.3)–(9.3.6). From (9.3.4), one
has t12 = αt11, α
p+1 = 1. From (9.3.5), one has t21 = βt22 = −βt11, βp+1 = 1. From (9.3.1),
one has 1 = αβ. These parameters satisfy the the equations (9.3.3) and (9.3.6).
We computed that U = {(t11, t12, t21, t22) = (t, αt,− 1αt,−t);αp+1 = 1}, hence
U ≃ Speck[t1, t2, t3]/(tp+11 − tp+12 , t21 + t2t3). Compared with a result of [BG, p. 476, 3.], the
morphism pr maps X onto the (p+ 1) irreducible components of SDP containing (A0, λ0, ι0).
Proposition 9.4. Let U be as above. There is a Zariski open neighborhood V of 0 in U such
that pr : V→ SDP is an e´tale neighborhood of SDP at (A0, λ0, ι0).
Proof. Choose a finite e´tale cover MDPp,n → MDPp by adding a prime-to-p level structure
with n ≥ 3. Choose a lift (A0, λ0, ι0, η0) of (A0, λ0, ι0). Then there is a lift p˜r : X → MDPp,n
which sends M¯0 to (A0, λ0, ι0, η0). The morphism p˜r becomes a closed immersion as the
automorphisms of the objects are trivial. It again factors through the supersingular locus
S
DP
n . As X and SDPn are reduced schemes, X is isomorphic to its image. The image is the
union of the p + 1 irreducible components of SDP containing (A0, λ0, ι0, η0). Then there is a
Zariski open V of U such that the V is an e´tale neighborhood of SDP at (A0, λ0, ι0).
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